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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the past, business and economic literature has focused

almost exclusively on private sector, profit oriented organiza-

tions. As a result, a somewhat chauvinistic attitude that whatever

takes place in these "business" enterprises is the norm and should

serve as the model for all other organizational forms. This belief

that the managerial expertise acquired and developed in the business

sector can be transferred in toto to other types of organizations has

been accepted virtually without question or empirical support

(Cartwright, 1975; Hardy, 1973; Hussey, 1974; McKay & Cutting, 1974;

Newman & Logan, 1976; Steiner & Miner, 1977; Nebber & Dula, 1974).

The post-World War II period has witnessed the rapid growth of

governmental operations at all levels and the emergence of many

nontraditional types of organizations. Today, the traditional model

of a single sector economy based primarily upon privately owned,

profit—oriented organizations is being increasingly viewed as an

overly simplistic representation of reality. In its place, Ginzberg,

Hiestand, and Reubens (1965, p. 2) have posited that "a more realistic

model suggests that there are three principal sectors of enterprise:

profit—seeking, nonprofit, and government." This approach, which has

been advocated by many authors in the past, is currently accepted by

1 .
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most authorities (Copeland & Smith, 1978).

Although various political scientists and public policy analysts

have recently begu systematic investigations of the governmental

sector (Allison, 1969, 1971; Bailey, 1950; Kaufman, 1976; Wholey,

1975), very little empirical research has been conducted on nonprofit

organizations, their employees, or their operations. In fact, there
A

are few comprehensive data available which describe the size and

organizational composition of the nonprofit sector. This absence of

research has caused many imortant questions to remain uanswered.

Among these are: How should the sector be defined? What organiza-

tions should be included within it? What is its relationship to the

profit and governmental sectors? Can management techniques and pro-

cedures developed for profit oriented enterprises be applied directly -

and without modification to nonprofit ones? Do similar types of

profit and nonprofit organizations establish similar goals and strata-

gies and do they use similar types of goal setting and strategy

formulation processes?

This dissertation presents an exploratory examination of some of

these unresolved issues by comparing similar types of profit and non-

profit organizations in terms of their goals, goal structures, power

relationships, and goal setting processes. The overall objective is

therefore to provide an empirically based analysis of the effect which

an organization's economic orientation has on one specific strategic

management activity, namely that of goal setting.

Chapter I is divided into seven sections. First, because the
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nonprofit sector has not received the intensive study which has

characterized its profit oriented counterpart, a brief overview is

presented which examines the not-for-profit sector in terms of its

growth, size, composition, and importance. Second, the nature of the

problem is considered. Third, the objectives of the study are sum-

marized. Fourth, important terms which are relevant to the disser-

tation are defined. Fifth, the research hypotheses used to guide

the course of the investigation are identified. Sixth, the conceptual

foundation for the study is developed. Finally, an outline of the

contents of the entire dissertation concludes the chapter.

Overview of the Nonprofit Sector

_ The greatest problem in attempting to study the nonprofit sector

of our economy relates to the fact that virtually no one, including

the United States government, is réally sure how to define it

CWeisbrod & Long, 1977). One of the best estimates of the size of

this sector which is currently available has been made by Hiestand

(1977) who combined data from the Department of Commerce and the

American Hospital Association. According to his calculations, the

nonprofit sector accounts for approximately 5.9 percent of our total

national employment, almost double the level it was in 1950. When

compared with the percentage gain in total employment for this same

period, this means that employment in the nonprofit sector has

increased over four times faster than total employment since 1950.

Today, the total value of the goods and services provided by not-for-
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profit organizations makes up roughly five percent of the U. S.

gross national product or some $95,000,000,000 (Department of

Commerce, 1978, p. 51; Hiestand, 1977, pp. 334, 336). In what almost

amounts to an understatemeut, Copeland and Smith (1978, p. 154) have

concluded "that nonprofit organizations represent an important part

of the total economic system."

During the same period that the nonprofit sector has been making

these impressive gaius in size, the more traditional profit oriented

sector has been losing ground. Manufacturing operations, which had

long been the mainstay of the profit sector, now account for less

than one fourth of all uonagricultural employment. Contract con-

struction and mining have also suffered heavy employment losses in

recent years. Tables I-l and I-2 contain a sumary of the changes

in employment which have taken place in the last 20 years and if .

current projections (Department of Labor, 1976) are valid, these

increases in nonprofit, as well as in governmental and service

related, employment will continue in the future.

As indicated above, the absence of a clearly and universally

accepted definition of the nonprofit sector makes any estimate of

its size anything but precise. Although the Internal Revenue Service

currently lists almost 300 categories of nonprofit organizations (IRS,

1976a) and ultimately determines which activities qualify for tax

exempt status (IRS, 1976b), public inspection of IRS Form 990's (Tax

Exempt Organization Returns) is not allowed under the present freedom

of information laws. This has had the effect of eliminating one of
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the most logical and potentially credible sources of data on the non-

profit sector available today. Furthermore, if one turns to other

federal agencies and departments for assistance, they are of little

help since these same freedom of information laws also prohibit one

office from sharing much of its data with another. This causes

different offices of the same federal government to use widely varying

criteria for identifying and reporting about the nonprofit sector and

leads to "official" size estimates which are more often than not

significantly different.

Regardless of this inability to achieve consensus on how many

of what type of organizations are, or even should be, included in the

nonprofit sector, there appears to be little disagreement that it

does contain such major components as nonprofit: hospitals; elemen-

tary and secondary schools; colleges and universities; religious

organizations; welfare organizations; research organizations; cultural

activities; fraternal, professional labor, and service clubs and

associations; and all charitable organizations (Heistand, 1977;

Tideman, 1977; Weisbrod & Long, 1977). An alternate, but highly

similar typology of nonprofit activities has been proposed by Newman

and Wallender (1978) who have grouped these enterprises according to

the services they perform for the larger society. Among their head-

ings are health services, education, social services, arts and

culture, cooperatives, and other.

As can be seen from even a cursory inspection of the types of

organizations just listed, the nonprofit sector has not only become
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an important part of our total economic system, it is also intrin-

sically related to our social and cultural milieu. In one way or

another the vast majority of Americans are dependent upon these not-

for-profit organizations from their birth in a nonprofit hospital to

their burial in a community cemetery. In between, nonprofit

operations provide most of us with our primary, secondary, and higher

educations, our artistic and cultural opportunities, our fraternal,

professional, and service related associations, our religious ex-

periences, and even our future through nonprofit medical and scien—
4

tific research. Clearly our contemorary society would be vastly

different were it not for the many services and opportunities pro-

vided for us by the nonprofit sector.

The Nature of the Problem

The problem to be investigated in this dissertation stems di-

rectly from the lack of research and comparative analysis which has

characterized the nonprofit sector for years and relates to the im-

portance of planning as an essential element of strategic management

for all types of organizations. Although various researchers have

attempted to analyze the planning process found in profit oriented

organizations (see Dobbie, 1972, and Steiner & Miner, 1977, for

reviews of the ore significant of these efforts), and even a few

have claimed to have examined the planning processes of certain non-

profit institutions (Webber & Dula, 1974), there have not been any

published reports of the simultaneous comparative analysis of the
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planning processes of similar profit and nonprofit enterprises. A

major reason for this has been because many researchers, such as

Cartwright (1975), Hardy (1973), Hussey (1974), McKay and Cutting

(1974), Newman and Logan (1976), Steiner and Miner (1977), and Webber

and Dula (1974), have accepted a premise which is neither supported

nor refuted by the current literature. According to Newman and

Wallender (1978, p. 24; italics in the original), "ppg presppption

ig_phap_pgpip management concepts ggp_gpg should_pg applied gp_ppp-

forgprofit activities jppp_gg diligently ag_pp_profit-seeking

cogpanies." They go on to say (p. 25) that, "the pertinent question

is: Do not-for—profit enterprises have particular characteristics

which make inappropriate some managerial concepts that are beneficial

in profit—seeking enterprises?“ .

This should not be taken to mean that such basic management

practices as those identifieid by Fayol (1916/1949) over 60 years ago

and popularized by Koontz and O'Donnell (1976) are not valid for non-

profit organizations. Rather, while acknowledging that all purposive

activities will of necessity engage in some form of planning, organiz-

ing, staffing, directing, and controlling, the issue here is whether

or not these functions are all performed in the same manner and result

in the same outcomes regardless of the economic orientation of the

focal organizations. If they are, then the conventional wisdom is

valid. If they are not, then the practice of trying to fit nonprofit

organizations into the profit oriented mold must be reexamined and
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the contingent nature of these management functions acknowledged.

Purpose of the Study)

The purpose of this dissertation is to determine if there is a

relationship between an organization's economic orientation (i.e.,

whether it is profit or nonprofit oriented) and its strategy as

operationalized in its goals. The following three—fold question

serves as a basis for this research: Do organizations which use the

same basic technology, but which have different economic orientations:

(l).establish different strategies (i.e., goals) to guide their

operations; (2) exhibit different power relationships among those who

are involved in making these strategic decisions; and (3) utilize

different processes for making these strategic decisions? The infor-

mation needed to answer these questions will be obtained from surveys

of and interviews with top level decision makers in selected profit

(proprietary) and nonprofit hospitals located in the states of

Virginia, West Virginia, and North Carolina.

In attempting to answer the relationship question posed above,

the following will be considered: (1) the current literature dealing

with profit versus nonprofit differences and organizational goals and

goal setting processes; (2) the operative goals and goal structure of

each of the organizations studied, as perceived by its respective top

level decision makers; (3) the presence of any statistically signifi-

cant differences between the perceived operative goal structures of

each type of hospital (i.e., profit versus nonprofit); (4) the
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relative power structure of each of the hospitals studied, as per-

ceived by its respective top level decision makers; (5) the presence

of any statistically significant differences between the perceived

power structures of each type of hospital (i.e., profit versus non-

profit); and (6) the presence of any statistically significant

differences between the organizational goal setting processes used

by each type of hospital (i.e., profit versus nonprofit).

Siggificance of the Study

The research which is reported in this dissertation provides a

much needed empirical analysis of the issue of profit versus nonprofit

similarities and differences that was discussed above. Based upon

this analysis, tentative conclusions are made as to the usefulness

of the profit/nonprofit dichotomy in organizational research. In

addition, this study is viewed as having relevancy for practitioners

in what has been traditionally referred to as the nonprofit sector

since it provides them with their first empirically based justifi—

cation for adopting profit oriented management practices. Finally,

this research will be of interest to many health care planners and

public policy analysts since it demonstrates the extent to which

proprietary and not-for—profit hospitals such as those surveyed here

have similar goals and goal structures

Definitions of Terms

In order to facilitate the reading of the remainder of this
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dissertation, selected terms which are either peculiar to the litera-

ture or operationalized for this research are defined as follows.

Economic orientation refers to whether an organization is owned

by a group of investors and operated in such a manner as to generate

a profit (profit oriented) or qualifies as a nonprofit institution

according to the criteria established by the Internal Revenue Service

(nonprofit oriented). The economic orientation of any particular

hospital in this study has been determined by reference to the

American Hospital Association's Qgigg (1978).

Proprietogy hospitals are those which are investor owned and

profit oriented.

Nongovernment, nonreligious, short-term, general hospitals are

those which: (a) are not owned or operated by any branch, agency,

department, or level of government; (b) are not owned or operated by

any religious denomdnation or order; (c) treat acute rather than

long-term or chronically ill patients; and (d) treat patients with a

wide variety of medical problems rather than only those relating to

a specific medical specialty.

Organizational ggglg are future outcomes which an organization

attempts to achieve and which serve as guides for its operations.

The terms "goals" and "objectives" are considered to be synonymous

and, hereafter, will be used interchangeable as suggested by Cyert

(1975), Glueck (1977), Katz and Kahn (1978), Koontz and O'Donnell

(1976), Richards (1978), and Steers (1977).

Official organizational ggglä are those which the organization
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professes to be striving to achieve and/or which are formally stated

in its publications, correspondence or public statements (after

Perrow, 1961).

Qgerative organizational ggglg are those which the organization

actually attempts to achieve as evidenced by its day-to-day operations

(after Perrow, 1961).

gggl_ggggg are collections of goal statements which relate to

similar types of activities or desired future outcomes.

Qggl structures are the hierarchical orderings of the goals or

goal areas for particular organizations or types of organizations

according to their perceived importance (after Granger, 1964, and

Gross and Grambsch, 1968, 1974).

Strategy relates to what an organization wants to accomplish

and is operationalized herein in terms of an organization's operative

goals and goal structures. This view of strategy reflects the works

of such authors as Chandler (1962) and Andrews (1965, 1971) who have

defined the concept broadly to include an organization's goals and

who do not differentiate between the goal formulation and strategy

formulation processes. (Obviously not all writers agree with this

conceptualization. See Hofer and Schendel (1978) for a review of

the concept of strategy and the strategy formulation process.)

Igg_lgygl decision makers are those individuals and/or groups

who regularly participate in determining the strategy of a given

organization.

ggggg, as used herein, is defined as the ability and willingness
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of an individual or group to influence or determine the strategic

decisions of an organization (after Richards, 1978).

Qpggp structures are the hierarchical orderings of individuals

and/or groups according to the amount of power which they are per-

ceived to be able to exert over the strategic decision making pro-

cesses of particular organizations or types of organizations.

Hospital privileges refer to the right conveyed to a physician

by a hospital which allows him/her to practice medicine in and/or

admit patients to that particular institution.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses to be tested in this dissertation can be grouped

into three major categories. Since a detailed consideration of the

theoretical and/or research foundation for each of the following

hypotheses will be presented in Chapter III, only the name(s) of

the researcher(s) whose work(s) provides the primary basis for each

hypothesis is included here.

Goals and Goal Structures

The effect of an organization's economic orientation on its

goals and goal structure will be operationalized in terms of the

following multiple hypothesis.

Hl: Compared to the top level decision makers in proprietary

hospitals, the top level decision makers in nonprofit

hospitals will perceive significantly different operative
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goal structures for their hospitals (Wortman, 1979) and:

a. rank community service goals significantly higher

in importance for their hospitals (Rushing, 1974,

1976);

b. rank patient care goals significantly higher in im-

portance for their hospitals (Rushing, 1974, 1976);

and

c. rank economic goals significantly lower in importance

for their hospitals (Rushing, 1974, 1976).

Power Structures

The effect of an organization's economic orientation on its power

structures will be operationalized in terms of the following multiple

hypothesis:

H2: Compared to the top level decision makers in proprietary

hospitals, the top level decision makers in nonprofit hos-

pitals will perceive significantly different power

structures in their hospitals (Mintzberg, 1979; Ruchlin,

Levey, and Cannedy, 1973) and:

a. rank the medical staff significantly lower in terms of

its perceived power in their hospitals (Pauly & Redisch,

1973);

b. rank the board of trustees significantly higher in

terms of its perceived power in their hospitals

(Pfeffer, 1973);
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c. rank the hospital administrator significantly lower

in terms of his/her perceived power in their hospitals

(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1977; Rushing, 1974, 1976).

Goal Setting Processes

The following multiple hypothesis will be used to examine the

effect of an organization's economic orientation on its overall goal

setting activities.

H3: Compared to the goal setting processes used in proprietary

hospitals, the goal setting processes used in nonprofit

hospitals will:

a. take place significantly more frequently (Rushing,

1974, 1976);

b. involve significantly more participants (Elling, 1963;

Rushing, 1974, 1976);

c. be characterized by significantly more conflict among

participants (Rushing, 1974, 1976);

d. place significantly less emphasis on considerations

relating to costs versus potential income in making

decisions (Rushing, 1976);

e. place significantly greater emphasis on the needs and

medical welfare of the community in making decisions

(Rushing, 1976);

f. be characterized by the formation of significantly more

coalitions among the participants (Duncan, 1976; Mintz-
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- berg, 1979; Richards, 1978; Rushing, 1974, 1976); and

g. take significantly longer to complete from initiation

to approval (Rushing, 1974, 1976).

Conceptual Foundation for the Study

Recently a symposium, held as part of the national meeting of

the American Institute for Decision Sciences, focused on the "Con-

ceptual Foundations of Strategic Management." During this session,

papers were presented which identified and discussed four frameworks

for the study of strategic management in applied settings. These

four theoretical-conceptual approaches were based upon the policy

sciences (Wortman, 1978), the behavioral sciences (Lang, 1978),

systems theory (Callaghan & Comerford, 1978a), and organizational

theory (Callaghan & Comerford, 1978b).

This dissertation will employ the organizational theory approach

to the study of strategic management as an overall framework. More

specifically, this research will rest on the theoretical foundation

provided by contingency theory. The following section contains an

overview of the development of the contingency approach in organi-

zational analysis, as well as a discussion of how this conceptual

framework can be used to examine the proposed relationship between an

organization's economic orientation and its strategy.

Although profit and nonprofit forms of organizations are not

recent phenomena, it has only been in the last few years that serious

consideration has been given to their potential differences. This
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circustance can be traced to the way in which management theory has

developed. Until the mid 1950's, organizational theory was primarily

the province of what can be called the universalist school of thought

which can be traced through the writings of Fayol (1916/1949),

Gilbreth (1911), Gulick and Urwick (1937), Mboney and Riley (1931), _

Taylor (1911), Urwick (1943), and Weber (1922/1947). These univer-

salists argued that there were certain fundamental principles of

management which applied to all organizations regardless of their

size, function, or form of control. Since this school claimed that

these principles could be used by all organizations, any discussion

or organizational differences was held to be unnecessary.

A11 observers, however, did not agree with the universal approach

to management. Among these critics were such people as Barnard (1938),

Merton (1940), Selznick (1949), Gouldner (1954), and Simon (1957).

In essence, this group focused on either the various unintended con-

sequences which were caused in organizations by the myopic appli-

cation of a rigid set of management principles or the various environ-

mental factors which affected how organizations used these principles,

but which were generally ignored by management.

Building on the works of Barnard (1938) and Selznick (1949) and

using the framework described by von Bertalanffy (1951, 1956) and

Boulding (1956), general systems theory was developed in the late

1950's and early l960's as a new paradigm for organizational analysis.

According to this philosophy, organizations were viewed as open

systems which interacted with and obtained feedback from their _
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various environments. Contrary to the closed system approach of

the uiversalist school which refused to consider environmental in-

fluences, general systems theory thus represented a much more

realistic approach to the study of organizations.

Owing much of its philosophical foundation to general systems

theory, contingency theory has evolved as the most recent paradigm

for the analysis of organizations. Although a contingency approach

can, in retrospect, be identified in the works of such researchers

as Woodward (1958, 1965) and Burns and Stalker (1961), Lawrence and

Lorsch (1967) are generally credited with coining the term "contin-

gency theory." In a later discussion, Lorsch and Lawrence (1970, p.

1) described the development of this theory as follows:

During the past few years there has been evident a new
trend in the study of organizational phenomena. Under-
lying this new approach is the idea that the internal
functioning or organizations must be consistent with
the demands of the organization task, technology, or
external environment, and the needs of its members if
the organization is to be effective. Rather than
searching for the panacea of the one best way to
organize under all conditions, investigators have
more and ore tended to examine the functioning of

V

organizations in relation to the needs of their par-
ticular members and the external pressures facing
them. Basically, this approach seems to be leading
to the development of a "contingency" theory of
organization with the appropriate internal states and
processes of the organization contingent upon external
requirements and member needs.
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Outline of the Study

Chapter I

Essentially Chapter I has presented an introduction to the dis-

sertation by presenting a brief overview of the nonprofit sector and

stating the nature of the problem to be investigated along with the

objectives of the research. In addition, terms were defined, re-

search hypotheses were outlined, and a conceptual foudation for the

study was developed.

Chapter II

Chapter II contains a review of the literature which deals with:

(l) reported differences between profit and nonprofit organizational

forms; and (2) the nature and importance of organizational goals and

goal setting as part of the strategic management process.

Chapter III

Chapter III presents a detailed consideration of the theoretical

and/or research foundation for each of the hypotheses to be tested in

this dissertation.

Chapter IV

Chapter IV describes the methodology which has been used in this

study. In particular, the sample will be identified, the data col-

lection instruments and procedures will be discussed, the data
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analysis techniques to be employed will be designated, and the

limitations inherent in the methodology will be enumerated.

Chapter V

Chapter V relates the results of the surveys and interviews

which have been conducted to obtain the data necessary for testing

the research hypotheses. The statistical analysis of each of these

hypotheses constitutes the major portion of this chapter.

Chapter VI

Chapter VI restates the problem examined in this dissertation

in light of empirical data presented in Chapter V. The implications

of this research for the study of strategic management in profit and

nonprofit organizations are discussed and directions for future in-

vestigations in this area are proposed.



CHAPTER II

THE LITERATURE

Since the purpose of this dissertation is to analyze the re-

lationship between an orgaizati¤n's economic orientation and its

goals and goal setting process, the following literature review

considers both of these areas. First, distinctions which have been

reported between profit and nonprofit operations are discussed.

Questions examined as part of this discussion include: What makes

nonprofit enterprises different from profit oriented organizations?

Why has there been so little comparative research on these two or-

ganizational types? Where can such comparative research be under-

taken?

Second, the nature, function, and importance of goals and goal

setting as generic concepts applicable to all types of organizations

are surveyed in terms of their relationship to the overall strategic

management process. In addition, this section examines the major

definitional and usage problems associated with organizational goals

as well as many of the goal typologies which have been proposed. The

section concludes with a review of the more significant theoretical

and empirical literature which has focused on the goal formulation

process.

22
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Profit/Nonprofit Distinctions

Given the three sector model presented in Chapter I, how does

one determine in which sector a particular organization belongs?

Over the years, several methods for differentiating organizational

forms as either profit, nonprofit, or governmental have been proposed

by various authors. Four of these are considered below.

Without question the most intuitive and widely applied criteria

for categorizing operations has been the presence or absence of a

profit motive. Ginzberg, et al. (1965, p. 25) argue that "the desig-

nation of an institutional form as profit, nonprofit, or governmental

reflects primarily its legal ownership and only secondarily its

economic operations or social purpose." They go on to state (p. 30) _

that "the key difference between the private sector and the not—for-
h

profit sector is [thus] not the economic activities which they under-

take, but is whether they are organized in order to seek a profit

from their efforts." Reliance upon the existence or nonexistence of

this singular standard has provided the basis for most discussions

of profit versus nonprofit operations (MacLeod, 1971; Newhouse, 1970;

Rawls, Ullrich, & Nelson, 1975; Reder, 1965; Ruchlin, Pointer &

Cannedy, 1973a, 1973b; Taylor, 1955) and is even used by the Internal

Revenue Service (1976a, 1976b) as a primary yardstick for judging the

validity of an organization's application for tax exempt status.

Copeland and Smith (1978) have taken exception to the use of

profit seeking behavior and IRS tax exempt status for categorizing
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organizations because, like nonprofit organizations (NPOs), public

sector operations are not based on the principle of profit maximiza-

tion and are also given an IRS tax exemption. Thus, these criteria

do not adequately differentiate between NPOs and public sector enter-

prises even if they work well when comparing NPOs and governmental

activities to more traditional private sector ones. In sumarizing

their analysis, they state (PP- 149-150):

Three possible differences between NPOs and the private
and the government sectors come to mind: one, the tax-
free status of NPOs; two, the semipublic nature of the
goods and the services which they provide; and three,
their sources of funds.... The feature which to us
most accurately differentiates NPOs from organizations
in the private and the government sectors is the per-
centage of external funds which arise from contribu-
tions. . . . Those organizations with higher percent-
ages can be viewed as closer to a true NPO; while those
with lower percentages are closer to business firms in
the private sector or to public sector organizations.

~ Declaring the profit/nonprofit dichotomy to be "too general to

be usefu1," Newman and Wallander (1978) have labeled the not-for-

profit designation as an impotent tool for organizational research.

Rather than relying on whether or not a particular enterprise seeks

a profit, these researchers have identified six “constraining

characteristics" which they feel account for the unusual management

problems found in various types of not—for-profit organizations.

These are (p. 26, italics in the original):

1. Service ig intangible and hard to measure. This
difficulty is often compounded by the existence of
multiple service objectives.
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2. Customer influence may.be weak. Often the enter-
prise has a local monopoly, and payments by custo-
mers may be a secondary source of funds.

3. Strong employee comitment to professions or to a
cause may undermine their allegiance to the enter-
prise.

4. Resource contributors may intrude into internal
management--notably fund contributors and govern-
ment.

5. Restraints_gg the use_gf rewards and punishmants
result from 1, 3, and 4 above.

6. Charismatic leaders and/or "mystique" of the
enterprise may be important means of resolving
conflict in objectives and overcoming restraints.

Although Newman and Wallander believe that the not—for-profit

label is not suited to comparative organizational analysis, they

never really offer any alternative definition to use. Rather, it is

their conclusion that the presence or absence of one or more of their

"constraining characteristics" is more critical in explaining macro

level organizational behavior than are the more traditional profit

versus nonprofit distinctions. Consequently, one is left to make the

assumption that organizations which exhibit any or all of the "con-

straining characteristics" qualify as something other than tradi-

tional profit oriented enterprises. In addition, how these “other

than profit" operations might be further subdivided into governmental

and nongovernmental categories to fit the three sector model presented

above is not discussed.

A final explanation for the observed differences in profit and

nonprofit organizations has been suggested by Tideman (1977) who has
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focused on the role of entrepreneurship. It is his belief (pp. 326-

327) that "the incentive for efficiency in profit-oriented firms

comes from the fact that the persons who are responsible for direct-

ing production are 'residual claimants.' They receive what is left

of income after expenses are paid, so that they receive the gains of
U
efficient innovations and bear the losses of poor ones.... A non-

profit organization, on the other hand, has by definition no residual

claimant.... The concentrated financial incentive of entrepreneur-

ship is absent." In the same context, Weisbrod and Long (1977, p. 341)

have noted that "the role of the entrepreneur in the [nonprofit]

sector is another little-understood concept." Their discussion

(p. 341) goes on to pose, but does not answer, a very basic question:

"What is it that motivates entrepreneurs-in this context, if not con-

ventional monetary and economic rewards?"

A partial answer to this question may have been indirectly sup-

plied by Rawls, Ullrich, and Nelson (1975) who administered 13

different personality and psychological tests to a group of 142

graduate management students planning to enter or reenter either the

profit or nonprofit sector. Following a statistical analysis of the

results of the two groups on these measures, Rawls, et al. reported

(p. 620) that

individuals preferring the nonprofit sector [were] more
dominant and flexible than were those favoring the profit
sector. Nonprofit sector subjects were characterized as
having greater capacity for status, social presence, and
concern for personal relations. They place less value
on obedience, responsibility, ambition, a comfortable
life, cleanliness, and economic wealth, and place greater
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· value on helpfulness, cheerfulness, and forgiveness. Non-
profit sector subjects also expressed a greater need for
power and a lesser need for security.

It was their conclusion (p. 622) that "individuals preferring one

sector over the other are significantly different along certain

personality, value, and behavioral dimensions." If these results

can be generalized from the entry level graduate students on which

they were obtained to those who have top level positions in each

sector, then Rawls, et al. have made a major contribution to the

explanation of managerial motivation in nonprofit organizations.

More research of this type using top level executives in each sector

as subjects is obviously needed before any definitive answer can be

made.

Profit/Nonprofit Distinctions:
Specific Examples

When attempting to compile a list of studies and discussions

which relate to specific comparisons of profit and nonprofit organi-

zational differences, the dearth of available literature quickly

becomes apparent. A major reason for this lack of reported research

is that it is extremely difficult to find technologically comparable

profit and nonprofit enterprises to analyze since most organizations

in the nonprofit sector do not have any similar profit sector

counterparts. As Newman and Wallender (1978, p. 26) have noted,

"in a comparative management study, differences in the nature of

business undertaken predominate over ownership differences."
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The most significant exception to this situation is currently

found in the research which has focused on the health care industry.

In order to understand this exception, it is helpful to consider the

nature of the largest organizational component of this industry,

namely hospitals. l

Thompson (1967, pp. 14-18) described hospitals as being charac-

teristic of what he termed an "intensive" form of technology (as

opposed to either a "long-1inked" or "mediating" form of technology

which he used to describe mass production assembly line operations

and organizations such as banks, insurance agencies, or telephone

companies respectively). According to his discussion (p. 17), the

intensive label was used "to signify that a variety of techniques

is drawn upon in order to achieve a change in some specific objectives; °

but the selection, combination, and order of application are deter-

mined by feedback from the object itself." For a hospital, the

"objects" are the patients, the desired "change" involves a cure for,

or relief from, some type of illness or physical damage, and the

organization represents a place where a wide array of services and

technicians are assembled to affect the desired therapeutic changes

in the patients. The exact way in which the resources of the hospital

are employed for any given patient depends upon how that individual

has responded to previous treatments. This therapeutic process,

which Thompson referred to as the organization's "core technol0gy,"

would remain basically the same for all hospitals, regardless of their

individual economic orientations.
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Looking specifically at hospitals as a particular organizational

type which thus exhibits a single technology, Pfeffer (1973, p. 351)

identified four intraorganizational forms based upon their modes of

ownership or control. These were:

1. Hospitals funded and operated by governmental units,
either city, state, hospital district, federal, or
some combination of these;

2. Hospitals operated for profit such as those owned
and operated by the Hospital Corporation of America;

3. Hospitals owned and operated by religious denomi-
nations; and

4. Private, nonprofit hospitals without religious
affiliation.

Using this typology, it is possible to easily classify hospitals ac-

cording to their economic orientations with groups one, three, and

four being comosed of various kinds of nonprofit institutions while

· group two represents profit oriented, investor owned, proprietory

units.

The research of Thompson and Pfeffer has shown that hospitals

exhibit a single basic or core technology and can be categorized

according to their economic orientations. The ability to, in effect,

control for variations in an organization's technology, makes it

possible to thus eliminate one of the major problems which has

plagued previous attempts to compare profit and nonprofit organi-

zations. This greatly simplifies the comparative analysis of profit

and nonprofit enterprises as many of the obvious problems which would

be associated with a comparison of such technologically diverse or-
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ganizations as General Motors and the American Heart Association

imediately become irrelevant. Hospitals, therefore, constitute one

of the most appropriate types of organizations to examine for

differences related to profit and nonprofit orientations.

Hospital Studies

Although the relative merits of the profit versus nonprofit

approach to managing health care institutions had been debated since

at least the mid l950's (Taylor, 1955), these discussions were pri-

marily of the philosophical or "arm chair" variety. It was not until

the early 1970's that researchers began seeking empirical support for

their arguments.

One of the first of these empiricists was Ferber (1971) who

analyzed the annual reports, press releases, and prospectuses of

for-profit health care corporations as well as statistics compiled

by the American Hospital Association for his report on the status

of profit and nonprofit hospitals. Trying to provide a baseline for

future comparative analyses rather than a formal evaluation of profit

versus not-for-profit operations, Ferber found (PP~ 51-59) that not-

for-profit hospitals were larger in terms of their total number of

beds, had higher personnel to patient ratios, paid their employees

higher salaries, had higher costs per patient day and per admission,

and had higher overall occupancy rates. In addition, a greater per-

centage of the nonprofit institutions in his study were accredited,

had internship programs, were certified for Medicare reimbursement,
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and provided such specialized services as organized outpatient de-

partments, emergency departments, home health care programs, pre-

mature nurseries, inhalation therapy departments, and intensive care

units. The data also showed that the vast majority of for—profit

hospitals were located in urban areas (i.e., those with populations
l

of 50,000 or more) of the Pacific, West South Central, East South

Central, and South Atlantic regions of the United States. The

average length of a patient's stay in these profit oriented hospitals

was found to be over a day and a half less than it was in nonprofit

institutions.
·

It was Ferber's conclusion that profit hospitals, particularly A

those which belonged to a multi-hospital chain, were better able to

realize economies of scale, served a somewhat different patient mix,

and used their personnel in a more efficient manner. Ferber believed

that the role of the for-profit hospital would continue to expand and

felt (p. 60) that "socially responsive capitalism, given a reasonable

profit incentive, has the potential of making a vital contribution to

the improvement of the hospital and medical care delivery system."

Approaching the issue from a managerial rather than an organi-

zational perspective, Davis (1972, p. l) focused the motivational

question posed above by Weisbrod and Long (1977) on the behavior of

"those who control major decisions in nonprofit hospitals." Using

American Hospital Association data from nonprofit, private hospitals

for the years 1961 through 1969, Davis empirically analyzed five

economic theories of organizational behavior which had been proposed
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as alternatives to profit maximization. These included recovery of

costs, output maximization, output and quality maximization, utility

and cash flow maximization. She concluded (p. 12) that

the basic assumption that nonprofit hospitals breakeven--
which is a direct goal in the recovery of cost model and
a constraint in the output maximization, quality—quantity
maximization hypothesis, and the utility maximization
hypothesis-—is not substantiated by the available evidence.
Nonprofit hospitals, in fact, make rather sizable profits
and these profits have been growing over time.

Davis' analysis thus provides support for Newman and Wallender's

(1978) contention that the nonprofit label is impotent for classify-

ing organizations since the "nonprofit" institutions in her study

were guided primarily by the profit motive and did make substantial

profits. While showing the "nonprofit" designation to be a misnomer,

Davis did not find the hospitals identified as either profit or non-

profit by the American Hospital Association to be identical. Accord-

ing to her sumary (p. 12), the

comparison of nonprofit and for-profit hospitals provides
some interesting insights into the principle points of
divergence in behavior between the two types of organi-
zational control. Among the most important findings are
the following:

l. Although nonprofit hospitals serve more patients
per hospital than do for—profit hospitals, this
is largely a consequence of their larger average
size.

2. For-profit hospitals in the same bed-size category
as nonprofit hospitals serve more patients (and
render more patient days of care) per bed than do
nonprofit hospitals.

3. For—profit hospitals have increased output in the
last decade at a faster rate than have nonprofit
hospitals.
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4. For-profit hospitals have expanded capacity for -
treating patients at a more rapid rate in the last

decade than have nonprofit hospitals.

5. Nonprofit hospitals employ more capital per day

of care rendered than do for-profit hospitals.

6. Small for-profit hospitals have more employees
per day of care than do nonprofit hospitals.

As bed size exceeds one hundred beds, nonprofit
hospitals tend to employ more personnel per
patient day.

7. Nonprofit hospitals have almost three times as

high a ratio of plant assets to beds as do for- .
profit hospitals.

8. A greater proportion of nonprofit hospitals than
for-profit hospitals possesses such specialized
facilities as blood bank, pharmacy, physical
therapy department, pathology, laboratory, pre-

mature nursery, postoperative recovery room,
radioactive isotope therapy, and intensive care

units.

In a recent unpublished study of 12 investor owned and 32 not-

for-profit hospitals in Virginia, Carper (1977) found various insti-

tutional differences which were statistically significant (P <.0S)

even when size was controlled. Among these were number of beds,

number of employees, operating budget, total assets, and staff!

A patient ratios (see Table II-1). Similar results have also been

reported by the American Hospital Association (1978) based upon its

annual national survey of health care institutions (see Table II-2).

Although the contingency approach to organizational analysis,

which was briefly outlined in Chapter I, has provided the conceptual

foundation for a myriad of research efforts in recent years, it has

not been utilized to any extent to compare organizations based upon
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differences in their economic orientations. The most notable major

exception to this veritable lacuna in the literature has been the

work of Rushing (1974, 1976) which presented empirically based, sub-

stantive discussions of the effect which an organization's economic

orientation has on its macro level behavior rather than merely

descriptive sumaries of organizational statistics.

Using a mail questionnaire, Rushing (1974, 1976) obtained re-

sponses from the administrators of 21 profit and 40 nonprofit general,

short-term hospitals with less than 96 beds in the Tennessee Mid-

South region which were members of the American Hospital Association.

In his initial report (1974), Rushing analyzed the effect of a_

hospital's economic orientation upon its efficiency and effective-

ness as an organization. He concluded (1974, p. 483) that "the

differences in the correlates and probable determinants of efficiency

and effectiveness between profit and nonprofit hospitals stem from

the fact that one type is primarily an economically oriented organi-

zation and the other is not." Commenting on the possible significance

of his research, Rushing (1974, p. 483) stated that "it would appear

that the profit-making orientation of hospitals, and possibly other

types of organizations as well, is a significant organizational

property that influences the relationship between intraorganizational

variab1es."

Two years after his first report, Rushing (1976) presented a

further analysis in which he found a significant relationship between

a hospital's economic orientation and the kind and amount of differ-
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entiation and coordination which it exhibited. This time Rushing

(1976, p. 689) went on to discuss the implications which the results

of his research held for the study of organizational theory:

They [the results] are thus consistent with the general
framework of contingency theory (cf. Lawrence and Lorsch,
1967), which views the existence of intraorganizational
relationships as contingent on other conditions (e.g.,- .
nature of the environment, type of technology). [The]
results extend the contingency framework in that they
indicate that organizational orientation, specifically
profit versus nonprofit orientation, may be a significant
contingency for intraorganizational relationships....

Finally, it is worth noting that the results for profit
hospitals conform more closely than results for nonprofit
hospitals to expectations based on organizational theory.
This raises the general question of whether most organi-
zational theory is more appropriate for understanding
organizations in which the primary goals are economic
than for understanding organizations in which the pri-

_mary goals are community service and community welfare.

While not all observers (Murray, 1975; Newman & Wallender,

1978; Ruchlin, Pointer, & Cannedy, 1973a) would agree that the dis-

tinctions between profit and nonprofit organizations are either as

clear cut or as significant as Rushing has argued, others believe

that more research is needed before any firm conclusions are justified.

One of these is Wortman (1979, pp. 372-373) who, in summarizing his

extensive review of the literature on strategic management for non-

profit organizations, has not only cited the need for more research

but has also indicated where this research should begin:

Throughout this study, there seems to be a major recurring
theme--that of the need for simple exploratory studies of
goals and goal structures in all types of not-for-profit
organizations. Although some would argue that goals and
goal structures in not—for-profit organizations are sig-
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nificantly different than those in profit-oriented organi-
zations, there is little or no evidence that they are
similar or dissimilar. Therefore, studies of the stra-
tegic management process in not-for-profit organizations
must begin at the very earliest stages of that process-
namely goals and goal structures.

Organizational Goals and Goal Setting

Wortman's 1979 identification of organizational goals and goal

structures as the logical place for the comparative analysis of stra-

tegic processes in profit and nonprofit organizations to begin is

hardly accidental. For years, organizational researchers (Ansoff,

1965; Barnard, 1938/1968; Chandler, 1962; Christensen, Andrews, &

Bower, 1978; Dent, 1959; Perrow, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1965; Richards,

1978, Steiner, 1969; Steiner & Miner, 1977) have recognized the fund-

mental and intrinsic relationship between an organization's goals and

the strategies and policies it adopts. Even with all this attention,

it would appear that the in—depth study of organizational goals is

much like the famous statement attributed to Mark Twain concerning

the weather: Everyone talks about it but no one does anything about

it. The following section begins with a brief consideration of the

nature, importance, and function of organizational goals as generic
1

concepts applicable to all types of organizations and then discusses

several reasons for the lack of rigorous analysis which has plagued

the field. It concludes with an examination of the more important

theoretical and empirical studies which have focused on organizational

goals and goal setting.
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Nature and Importance

The definition of organizations as a collectivities of indi-

viduals which engage in purposive, goal directed activities has had

a long history in the organizational theory literature. Weber

(1922/1947, p. 151) held that "an 'organization' is a system of

continuous purposive activity of a specific kind." Barnard (1938/

1968, p. 73 italics in original) saw "a formal organization as_g

system_gf consciously coordinated activities gr forces gf_£wg_g£_gg£e

persons." Gibb (1954, p. 879) characterized an organization as "two

or more organisms interacting, in the pursuit of a comon goal, in

such a way that the existence of many is utilized for the satisfaction

of some needs of each." Etzioni (1964, p. 3) claimed that "organi·

zations are social units (or human groupings) deliberately constructed

and reconstructed to seek specific goals." Definitions such as these, ' _

as well as similar ones found in the writings of others (Azumi & Hage,

1972; Cyert & March, 1963, Gross, 1969; Hrebiniak, 1978; Simon, 1964),

have caused Richards (1978, p. 9) to conclude that "an organization

would not exist unless it undertook the satisfaction of some comon

objective. By definition, an organization has a goal or goa1s."

This inherent relationship between an organization and its goals

has been a basic part of the business policy (or what has more recently

become known as strategic management) literature for many years.

Almost two decades ago, Chandler (1962, p. 13) described strategy as V

"the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of an

enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation
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of resources necessary for carrying out these goals." More recently,

Christensen, Andrews, and Bower (1978, p. 125) have defined it as

"the pattern of decisions in a company that (1) shapes and reveals

its objectives, purposes, or goals, (2) produces the principle

policies and plans for achieving these goals, and (3) defines the

business the company intends to be in and the kind of economic and

and huan organization it intends to be."

Since an organization's goals and strategy are so closely re-

lated (Chandler, 1962; Andrews, 1965, 1971) one of the best ways to

study the latter is by a careful examination of the former. In this

regard, it is important to understand the functions or purposes

served by organizational goals.

Functions and Dysfunctions of Organizational Goals

As a practical matter, any enterprise which is considering the

formulation, revision, or widespread dissemination (either internally

or externally) of its organizational goals is facing a major strategic

decision. A11 too often, only the positive aspects of such a de-

cision receive attention as evidenced by the many exhortations of how

the establishment and/or publication of organizational goals can

benefit both an institution and its members (Ackoff, 1970; Ansoff,

1962, 1965; Blankenship, 1977; Cantley, 1970; Christensen, Andrews,

& Bower, 1978; Drucker, 1958; Granger, 1964, 1970; Hunger & Stern,

1976; Huston, 1962; Kotler, 1975; Mankin & Glueck, 1977; Redwood, 1977;

Richards, 1978; Skibbins, 1974; Thierauf, Klekamp, & Geeding, 1977;
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Thompson & Strickland, 1978). A smaller number of authors (Cartwright

& Zander, 1968; Cotton, 1962; Cressey, 1958; Georgion, 1973; Gross,

1965; McCaskey, 1974; Quinn, 1977; Steers, 1977; Warner & Havens,

1968) have taken the alternate approach of presenting discussions

of the dysfunctions as well as the functions of organizational goals.

The recognition of both the advantages and disadvantages of organi-

zational goals is necessary for either an organization or a researcher

to obtain a balanced perspective.

A summary of three of the more cogent statements about the

relative merits and problems associated with organizational goals is

presented in Table II—3. Without going into a lengthy recitation of

the table, it should be noted that quite often it is possible for a

. given aspect of a goal to be both functional and dysfunctional at the

same time. Thus while a highly explicit goal may serve to provide

organizational members with an end to strive for (as in the case of

a output goal), it may also create conflict between and among indi-

viduals and groups within the organization if they begin to fight

over the control of resources essential to the achievement of the

goal. Likewise, this same goal may simultaneously serve to focus

the attention of opposing external factions on the activities of the

organization as was the case in many situations during the Viet Nam

War (e.g., Dow Chemical and its napalm production). A

This does not mean that organizations do not or should not have

goals. As described above, organizations are by definition goal

directed. Rather, it means that the form and kind of goals which
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any collectivity will establish is contingent upon such factors as

management philosophy, the internal climate, and the external environ-

ment, Furthermore, as these factors change over time, so will an or-

ganization's goals evolve and be revised to reflect the new contin-

gencies.

In essence then, organizational goals can have both positive

and/or negative aspects at any given point in time. It is therefore

up to top management to weigh these and decide on the type of goal

or goals which will be established. Regardless of whether the goals

are vague or explicit, closely held or widely publicized, Richards

(1978, pp. 8-9) is quite justified in concluding that "goals and ob-

jectives permeate the whole management process, providing an under-

pinning for planning efforts, direction, motivation, and control."

An understanding of these goals and goal setting processes is

therefore of great importance in the evaluation of an organizations

strategy. Because of this, one might logically expect to find a

great nuber of in-depth research efforts aimed at clarifying the

field and providing a common basis for research. Such has not been

the case. Several of the reasons for this situation are considered

next.

Definitions and Usage of Terms

An organizational goal is an elusive concept which has often in

the past been taken for granted by policy/strategy researchers as

something which everyone intuitively understands. Recently, however,
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a number of observers (Granger, 1964; Gross, 1968, 1969; Hall, 1975;

Morasky, 1977) have come to realize that this assumption is not

valid. Commenting on this situation, Morasky (1977, p. 85) has con-

cluded that one

. . . is often assured of the necessity of goals without
being clearly informed of the definition of the thing
which is so necessary. This situation leads to a variety
of conditions for organizations and programs; the most
common of which seems to be that goals are often hap-
hazardly derived, poorly understood, and limited in
function.

Similarly, based upon his review of the literature on goals, planning,

and management in general, Granger (1964, p. 74) found it strange

. . . that so many discussions of management begin with exhor-
tations to clarify objectives, and then, as if the nature of
objectives were well known, proceed to explore some other
aspect of the matter at hand. In reality we know very little
about the nature of objectives.

A primary factor which has contributed to this current condition re-

lates to the general lack of agreement among organizational scientists

as to how many of the key terms should be defined and operationalized.

Almost twenty years ago in his insightful analysis of what he

referred to as "the management theory jung1e," Koontz (1961, p. 13)

argued that "the variety of approaches to management theory has led

to a kind of confused and destructive jungle warfare." It was his

belief (p. 13) that these various approaches were clearly

. . . not drawing greatly different inferences from the
physical and cultural environment surrounding us. Why,
then, have there been so many differences between them
and why such a struggle, particularly among our academic
brethern to obtain a place in the sun by denying the
approaches of others? Like the widely differing and
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often contintious denominations of the Christian religion,
all have essentially the same goals and deal with essentially
the same world.

Not content to merely identify a problem, Koontz proceeded to

list various causes for the conflict and confusion in the field. Two

of these causes related to semantic problems associated with the '

meaning of key words and the unwillingness of management theorists to

understand each other. Koontz concluded (pp. 16-19) by calling for:

(1) the establishment of a generally accepted definition of the field

of management which could serve as a basis for subsequent research;

(2) the integration of management and other disciplinesg (3) the

clarification of management semantics; and (4) an increase in the

willingness on the part of management theorists to try to distill and

test the fundamental principles of the field.

Apparently Koontz's call for synthesis and integration has had

little if any effect on the field of management theory especially with

regard to the need to clarify its semantics. For example, there is

considerably less than unanimous agreement on how the terms "goals,"

"objectives," and "purposes" should be defined (see Table II-4).

Although Etzioni's (1964, p. 6) definition of goals as "desired

state[s] of affairs which the organization attempts to realize" is

perhaps the most frequently quoted, it has not achieved the status

of an axiom. Thus, other writers have argued that goals are "value

premises" (Simon, 1964, p. 3), "long range purposes" (Blankenship,

1977, p. 8), "near-term organizational performance targets" (Thompson

& Strickland, 1978, p. 15), or "imagined states of affairs"
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(Thompson, 1967, p. 127), to mention only a few of the Variations.

Not only is there a lack of consensus on how the concepts of

goals, objectives, and purposes should be defined, there is also a

major schism in how these terms should be employed. This has led

one group (Ackoff, 1970; Thierauf, Klekamp, & Geeding, 1977;

Thompson & Strickland, 1978; Vancil, 1976) to claim that these

three terms are separate and distinct, while another (Christensen,

Andrews & Bower, 1978; Hill, 1969; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Price,

1968; Richards, 1978) holds that they may be used interchangeable,

and still a third (Cyert & March, 1963; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Koontz &

0'Donnell, 1976; Steers, 1977) finds that only the terms "goa1s" and

"objectiVes" are synonymous. This and other similar situations have

caused Wortman (1977, p. 3) to conclude that the "terminology in the

business policy field is in a shambles."

This inability to achieve consensus on even the basic definitions

and usages of the terms which are central to any discussion of goals

has created many problems for those interested in doing research in

the area. In addition, the "intellectual debate" which has taken

place has generally done little more than divert attention from more

substantive areas of research, retard the development of comparative

organizational analysis, and, on the whole, waste a good deal of

time and paper. It is obvious that the field is still wandering

through the "management theory jungle" which Koontz (1961) described

almost twenty years ago.
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Goal Typologies

Another factor which has inhibited research on organizational

goals and which is closely related to the semantic problems just dis-

cussed pertains to the construction and use of goal typologies.

There are almost as many typologies of organizational goals as there

are writers in the field. Table II-5 summarizes 23 "different"

classificatory schemes which have been proposed by 18 authors. This

listing is hardly exhaustive and is certainly not mutually exclusive.

The table also shows that some authors, such as Perrow and Etzioni,

have used different terminology for the same ideas in different publi-

cations--a situation that again creates problems for comparative

analysis and synthesis (Hannan & Freeman, 1977).

Perhaps the most useful macro-level typology is the one set

forth by Perrow in 1961. According to his dichotomy (p. 855), or-

ganizational goals can be differentiated according to whether they

are official or operative with

official goals [reflecting] the general purposes of the
organization as put forth in the charter, annual reports,
public statements by key executives and other authorative
pronouncements. . . . [while] operative goals designate
the ends sought through the actual operating policies of
the organization; they tell us what the organization ac-
tually is trying to do, regardless of what the official
goals say are the aims.

The basic philosophy found in this approach has been adopted in one

form or another by many of the authors cited in Table II-5. Conse-

quently, because of the great influence which this schema has had on

the field together with its simplicity and intuitive appeal, Perrow's
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official-operative typology has been selected for use in this

dissertation.)

Previous Research on Goals and Goal Setting

Theoretical Studies

Although a myriad of works have dealt with the subject of or-

ganizational goals in one way or another, most of these have done

so only in a very superficial manner. At the same time, only a few

researchers have ever attempted to discuss the largely ignored area

of goal formulation in any detail. Several reasons for this lack of

in-depth analysis have already been presented above. As a result of

this deficiency, the theoretical literature which has appeared on

goals and goal setting has failed to provide a comprehensive cone

ceptual model for the study of this important topic. Consequently

little progress has been made in the past decade since Hill (1969,

p. 198) observed that "no universally accepted theory has evolved

which explains the process of goal formation." —

Two of the first works to consider goal formulation appeared in

1958 (March & Simon; Thompson & McEwen). March and Simon's approach

to goal setting was in terms of a satisficing model rather than the

traditional maximizing model of the classical economists (Smith, 1937).

Viewing organizations as collections of individuals engaged in decision

making, satisficing was regarded as the only logical way that the

necessary decisions could be made because of the constraints imposed

by the "boundaries of rationality." Since no one could, therefore,
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ever obtain everything which he or she desired, an optimal solution

was out of the question and the organization was required to set

satisfactory levels of desired outcomes (goals) and select the "best"

strategy from a variety of feasible alternatives.

The goal formulation process outlined by Thompson and McEwen

(1958) was much more complex and involved a reconciliation between

the desires of the organization and the opportunities and constraints

imposed upon it by the external environment. These authors described

organizations as basically open systems which depend upon their

external environents for input resources and/or output consuption.

The survival of the organization was thus dependent upon adaptation

to environmental contingencies which was seen as being accomplished

primarily through the process of goal formation and revision.

Thompson and McEwen's model (see Table II-6) focused on a trade-

off between the amount of organizational autonomy and external con-

trol present in the goal setting process. The left end of their

continuum, labeled "competition," was where the organization

hadalmostcomplete control over goal formulation and the environmental

influence was primarily exercised through indirect means. This

represented the ideal situation from the organization's point of

view. Moving across the horizontal axis from left to right, the amount

of external control increases and becomes more direct. This general

relationship was termed "cooperation" and subdivided into three types:

"bargaining;" "cooptation;" and "coalition."

Bargaining represented the lowest level of cooperation with the
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environment and was described by Thompson and McEwen (p. 26) as "the

negotiation of an agreement as for the exchange of goods and services

between two or more organizations." Cooptation occured when an ex-

ternal actor was actually absorbed "into the leadership or policy-

determining structure of an organization as a means of averting

threats to its stability or existence" (p. 27). This significantly

increased the amount of external control over goal setting because

not only must the final choice be acceptable to the co-
opted party or organization, but to the éxtaut that co-
optation is effective it places the representative of an
"outsider" in a position to determine the occasion for a
goal decision, to participate in analyzing the existing

, situation, to suggest alternatives, and to take part in
the deliberation of consequences (p. 27).

Finally, at the opposite extreme from competition, was a co-

alition og joint venture type of alliance whereby two or more or-

ganizations would unite in order to achieve a common purpose which

none of them was able to do singularly. Not only was external con-

trol maximized in coalitions, the necessity of finding other organi-

zations which were also willing to coalesce acted as an additional

constraint on the activities of the focal organization.

Although Thompson and McEwen never explicitly stated a con-

tingency relationship between the goal setting strategy an organi-

zation should use and the type of external environment which it

faces in a given situation, it is implied throughout their article

that the environment determines the goal setting strategy and that

as the environment changes, so will the goal setting strategy used

by the organization. Furthermore, in their discussion of goal setting
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.as a process of organizational—environmental interaction, Thompson

and McEwen never really deal with how any particular goal is estab-

lished or what specific aspects of the external environment are

relevant for a given goal. Thus, while an organization is said to

set its goals through either bargaining, coopting, or coalescing

with the external environment, the specific manner in which these

processes might actually operate in real organizations is not dis-

cussed. Left unanswered, therefore, are such questions as: Who

exactly is involved in the goal setting process? How are relevant

environmental forces identified? How is the relative importance of

each of these forces evaluated once they are identified? The model is

also incomlete in that it does not consider the roles of the internal

environment of the organization or the personal characteristics,

aspirations, desires, and biases of the organizational goal setters.

Three additional models of goal formulation which have been

widely referenced in the recent literature evolved out of studies

published in the l960's. These have been identified by Hall (1975) as

the bargaining model of Cyert and March (1963), the problem solving

model of Simon (1964), and the dominant coalition model based upon

the collected works of Perrow (1961), Thompson (1967), and Hill (1969).

(The following discussion of these three models is based largely upon

Hall's analysis (1975, pp. 14-23).)

Cyert and March (1963) introduced the concept of "side payments"

in their discussions of how organizations achieve agreement on what

goals to establish. Since their model viewed goal setting as essen-
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tially a process of negotiation between and among the various active

members of the organization who have differing and often conflicting

ideas as to what should be done, it was through use of side payments

that conflicts are resolved and a modicu of consensus was obtained.

Thus, it was

primarily through bargaining within this active group
that what we call organizational objectives arise.
Side payments, far from being the incidental distri-
bution of a fixed, transferable booty, represent the
central process of goal specification (p. 30, italics
in the original).

Bargaining for Cyert and March was, therefore, a continuous pro-

cess in organizations since conflict could never be completely

eliminated even through the use of side payments. Furthermore, it

was recognized that as the desires of the active group change over

time, so would the bargaining process and hence the goals of the or-

ganization. A summary of the major assumptions of this model is

found in Table 11-7.

A problem solving approach to goal setting was proposed by Simon

(1964) who described goals as input constraints on the rational and

programable process of decision making. Whereas, previous approaches

had acknowledged that external forces could directly enter the actual

decision making of the organization, Simon did not entertain this

possibility, although he did make some provision for indirect control

in the form of imposed constraints.

Using what amounted to a linear programming (LP) model of decision
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making, Simon held that an objective function as well as constraints

can be identified and assigned priorities by the policy makers of the

organization who retain direct control over the process. As in his

earlier work with March (1958), Simon concluded that it was not

possible to achieve a maximization of goal outcomes and instead opted

for satisficing solutions even though this was counter to the tra-

ditional linear programming model (Lee, 1972). (See Table II-7 for

a listing of Simon's major assuptions.)

The interest in developing a programmable model for goal formu-

lation is still strong as indicated by several recent reports. Like

Simon, Hill (1969) has also looked at goal setting in organizations

in terms of a linear programing model and has discussed the ways in

which various power groups might form coalitions to affect goal out-

comes. A more promising approach has been described in separate

articles by Lee (1972) and Tersine (1976) who have proposed the use

of goal programming (GP) as an alternative to the linear programing

models of Hill and Simon. Commenting on the advantages of GP over

LP, Tersine (1976, p. 31) finds that the former can handle multiple

conflicting goals, use ordinal rather than cardinal rankings, obtain

a solution even if its constraints are violated, and produce a

satisficing solution if an optimizing decision is not possible. Al-

though more application oriented research using GP models in organi-

zational goal setting is needed, the flexibility and broader systems

perspective of this approach would seem to make it a preferred choice
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over the older LP models.

The third of the models from the l960's represents an inte-

gration of the works of Perrow (1961), Thompson (1967) and Hill (1969)

and is referred to as the dominant coalition model. In this concep-

taulization of goal setting, the goals of an organization must be

acceptable to a sufficient number of both internal and external indi-

viduals and groups if the organization is to obtain the resources and

support it needs to survive. With regard to this approach, Hall

(1975, p. 22) observed that

. . . sufficient power and control may not, initially,
be concentrated in any single group (such as the
policy making body) or individual administrator....
policy makers may coalesce with each other or other
individuals or groups in order to establish the con-
centration of power necessary to solve dependency
problems, insure goal acceptance, and gain support.

Although the dominant coalition model does not presuppose that

all members of the coalition will hold the same goals for the organi-

zation, it does require that a superordinate goal be established

which the various members can support (Hunger & Stern, 1976). In

addition, as long as the coalition maintains its power position vis

a vis other groups and/or individuals, it does not have to accomodate

the desires of these less powerful actors. This does not mean, how-

ever, that once a coalition is formed all internal conflict ceases.

In fact, Thompson (1967, pp. 138-143) discussed at some length

how conflict may increase within the coalition and how it can be

managed. The major assumptions of this approach are contained in

Table II-7.
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· Using the dominant coalition model as a foundation, several

authors (Duncan, 1976; MacMi11an, 1973, 1978; Mintzberg, 1979; Quinn,

1977; Richards, 1978; Saunders, 1976) have recently described the

formulation of organizational strategy as a political process. De-

fining the strategy of an organization in terms of its goals, these

analysts have basically argued that the organization is in reality a

political arena in which various internal and external actors attempt

to influence the goals of the organization either individually or

through the formation of coalitions with each other. The amount of

influence which any of the individuals or coalitions is able to exert

at a given point in time is dependent upon his, her, or its intra-

organizational power at that moment (Hickson, et al., 1971; Perrow,

1963). According to Mintzberg (1979, pp. 64-66), "organizational

goals . . . are the results of the play of power." Perrow (1963, p.

114) also observed this relationship between an organization's goals

and its power distributions and concluded that "the power structure

will generally dictate the operative goals of the organization."

An example of this political or power model is the work of Quinn

(1977, pp. 34-36) which has described the goal setting process of

various actual organizations in terms of what he calls "logical in-

crementa1ism," a process consisting of the following seven stages.

First, top management must continuously scan the environment for

strategic changes which might require the revision of organizational

goals. Next a comittee, staff group, or consultant is used to
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identify the various problems, options, contingencies, and/or oppor-

tunities are identified, the executive seeks to broaden the support

for the alternatives he or she favors without expressly stating his

or her desires and thereby unduely restricting meaningful analysis

by subordinates. According to Quinn (1977, p. 35), the executive's

"main purpose is to begin constructive movement without threatening

major power centers."

In the fourth stage, the executive begins to create "pockets of

commitment" for what he or she perceives as the most desirable

strategy. The crystallization of this desired strategy culminates

with the selected goal or goals formal appearance in various places

such as public statements or company policy guidelines. Having gone

public with his or her desired goal, the executive next seeks to build y

a real commitment to the goal (or goals) among the members of the

organization. Finally, the entire process is started again so as to

insure that the organization will not become static and complacent.

The goal setting process which Quinn outlines is continuous and

dynamic. It would also appear to be calculative or even Machiavellian

in the way it describes how the executive "uses" his or her subordi-

nates in order to accomplish what he or she wants. The impression

remains, however, that in terms of describing actual practice, Quinn's

comments may be closer to the reality of the situation (Maccoby, 1976)

than many of the more philosophical descriptions which have preceded

it.
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Despite this contemporary emphasis on what can be termed the

power or political approach to organizational goal setting, no em-

pirical research utilizing this conceptual framework has yet been

reported. In fact, very little empirical research on organizational

goals and goal setting has been conducted regardless of the conceptual

framework used and even when a broad definition of the field is em-

ployed.

Egpirical Studies

Of the handful of empirical studies which have focused directly

on organizational goals and goal setting processes (see Table II-8),

four stand out as being the most significant based upon the robustness

of their methodologies, analyses, and conclusions. Three of these

four (Dent, 1959; Gross & Grambach, 1968, 1974; Hambrick & Brown, 1978)

have been efforts to identify the goals of organizations by means of

interviews with and/or surveys of top level managers. In each in-

vestigation, perceptual measures were used to determine the operative

goals of the organizations studied. The fourth report, (Dobbie,

1972), represents the only emirically based analysis of actual or-

ganizational goal setting processes currently available in the litera-

ture. A brief discussion of each of these major works follows.

Dent (1959) interviewed 145 chief executive officers (or their

deputies) of business organizations in his pioneering study of the

goals of business managements. Using responses to the question "What

are the aims of top management in your company?," Dent attempted "to
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determine how various goals-are related to the size of the business,

the nature of ownership, unionization, and the composition of the

labor force (p. 367)." His analysis indicated that the goal orien-

tations of top management were related to these factors and led him

to conclude that: businesses had multiple goals; profits were the

most salient single goal; and businesses respond to the interaction

of forces which originate both inside and outside the organizations

(pp. 390-392).

The most extensive research on goals which has been reported to

date was conducted by Gross and Grambsch (1968, 1974). These in-

vestigators used mail questionnaires sent to 15,584 faculty members

and administrators in 68 American universities in their 1968 study

and to 9,130 similar individuals in their 1974 research. Together

these two studies provide the only attempted longitudinal analysis

of organizational goals, goal structures, and power relationships to

be found in the literature.

In both investigations, respondents were asked to evaluate a

list of 47 goal statements deemed relevant for universities in

terms of (1) how important they perceived each goal to be in their

particular institutions and (2) how important should it be. Addi-

tionally, the questionnaires contained items which required the

respondents to indicate how much "say" or influence they felt various

individuals or groups had in determining the overall goals of their

institutions.
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Among the findings of Gross and Grambsch which are relevant for

this dissertation are the following: (1) the goal structures of the

universities in the studies varied according to type of control

(public versus private institutions); (2) the diversity of these goal

structures indicated that it was no longer appropriate to treat all

uiversities as a single organizational form for analysis; (3) the

power structures also contained variations which were related to a

university's type of control; (4) the power structures pitted in-

siders (administrators, faculty, students) against outsiders (regents,

legislators, governments, citizens); and (5) a strong relationship

was identified between the power structures and the goal structures

of the universities sampled (1974, pp. 197-201). In general the most

important contribution of these research efforts lies in the method-

ology which they developed for use in analyzing the goals and power

relationships found in real organizations.

Hambrick and Brown (1978) recently attempted to measure the goal

orientations of the top level decision makers in three general

hospitals. Using the traditional "top management triangle" (Gordon,

1961, 1962; Perrow, 1963) composed of the administrators, board of

directors, and medical staff of each hospital for their sample,

Hambrick and Brown conducted comparative research based upon what they

called the "goal coalition model of strategic decision making" (1978,

p. 8)--a variation of what was referred to above as the political or

power model. According to their argument, strategy is a function of
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the power of the individuals who participate in the goal setting

process and their goal orientations (1978, p. 4). Therefore, if one

could determine who the organizational power holders are, how much

power each possesses, and what their individual goal orientations are,

then it should be possible to predict the strategy of the organi-

zation.

Since the research of Hambrick and Brown only attempted to

measure the goal orientations of an·g_priori group of potential

power holders and did not seek to identify empirically the actual

top level decision makers or assess their relative power relation-

ships, it represents only a partial test of the coalition model.

Their exploratory investigation did indicate that it was possible

to create scales to measure the goal orientations of individuals.

Furthermore, they found that the top level decision makers of the

three hospitals studied possessed a wide variety of goal orientations

which varied both within and between hospitals (1978, p. 12).

The only research which has attempted to empirically analyze

the actual goal setting processes used by real organizations has

been reported by Dobbie (1972) who examined S5 large corporations

with regard to how they established their long range goals. Based

upon his analysis of interviews with and surveys of top executives

in these organizations, Dobbie concluded that organizations use

different goal setting procedures in response to variation in size,
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years of experience with formal organizational planning, diversity

of operations, and management style. Although it was not labeled as

such, this research would certainly qualify as an example of the

contingency approach to the analysis of organizational goal setting

which was discussed above.

Dobbie offered five models to describe the goal formulation

processes used by the organizations in his sample. These models

are all basically variations of either the "top—down" or "bottomeup"

approaches which have been widely discussed in the literature (Dale,

1967; Granger, 1970; Huston, 1962; McCarthy & Ginn, 1970; Steiner,

1962, 1969). Dobbie concluded that, while a majority (67.5 percent,

N = 37) of his sample used the bottom—up method of goal setting,

there was an increasing trend toward the top—down model, especially

as an organization's size and experience with planning increased.

Sumagy

The literature which has been reviewed in this chapter and which

will serve as a basis for this dissertation has focused on two major

areas. First, reported distinctions between profit and nonprofit

organizations were discussed and four ways of identifying nonprofit

organizations were described. These included (1) the absence of an

organizational profit motive as defined by the Internal Revenue

Service through the granting of tax exempt status; (2) the percentage

of external funds which come from contributions; (3) the presence or

absence of one or more of a list of "constraining characteristics;"

and (4) the absence of traditional entrepreneurial rewards.
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In trying to compile a list of specific differences between

profit and nonprofit enterprises, a lack of published research was

discovered. An exception was found in hospital related literature.

After demonstrating that hospitals represent a single form of tech-

nology and could be easily classified according to their mode of

ownership or control as either profit or nonprofit, various studies

were presented which detailed distinctions between the two types of

institutions. Although most of these studies dealt with basic

structural, size, financial, and/or personnel related differences,

two recent reports by Rushing (1974, 1976) were found to be more

substantive.

After analyzing how the hospitals in his study scored on various

measures of efficiency, effectiveness, differentiation, and coordi—

nation, Rushing concluded that the observed differences were pri-

marily due to the profit or nonprofit orientation of the institutions.

According to his interpretation, this indicated additional support

for the contingency approach to organizational analysis and an or-

ganization's economic orientation was identified as yet another con-

tingency variable which appeared to effect intraorganizational re-

lationships.

The need to conduct further research on profit and nonprofit

organizations was cited by Wortman (1979) as a necessary prerequisite

to making any definitive statements as to their similarities or

dissimilarities. A logical place for this research to begin was
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identified as the goals and goal structures of profit and nonprofit

enterprises.

The second_part of this chapter considered the nature, importance,

and function of organizational goals as well as various theoretical

and empirical analyses of the topic. Since organizations have long

been defined in terms of their goals, it was shown that one of the

best ways to understand an organization's strategy is to examine its

goals, goal structures, and goal setting processes. Although this

~ relationship between an organization's gcals and its strategy is

basic to the strategic management process, the point was made that

organizational goals can have both positive and negative consequences

for the institution, its employees, and its external environment.

Thus, the nature and type of goals established by an organization at

a given point in time will be contingent upon various organizational

and environmental factors.

The review of the theoretical and empirical literature on or-

ganizational goals and goal setting processes which was presented

here indicated that while many have talked about the subject, few

have actually attempted to quantitatively analyze it. Among the

reasons cited for this dearth of rigorus study were a lack of agree-

ment on the definition, operationalization, and use of many basic

terms and an inability or unwillingness to adopt a reasonable

typology for classifying organizational goals. In addition, the

theoretical literature currently available has failed to provide a
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generally acceptable conceptual model of the goal formulation pro-

cess which could be used as a framework for analysis. Five early

attempts to explain the organizational goal setting process were

discussed. These included the satisficing approach of March and

Simon (1958), the competition-coalition continuum of Thompson and

McEwen (1958), the bargaining model of Cyert and March (1963), the

problem solving model of Simon (1964), and the dominant coalition

explanation based on the works of several authors. The contemporary

approach was described as a political or power model in which one

or more of the participants to the process attempt to exercise his,

her, or their intraorganizational power in such a way as to get others

to do or accept what he, she, or they want. It follows that were

one able to identify the power elite of an organization and determine

their goal preferences, then it should be possible to predict the

goals, and hence the strategy, of the overall organization. '

The empirical literature also reflects the youthfulness of the l

field and the lack of well developed conceptual models. Exploratory

rather than definitive or even replicative studies are and will

continue to be the norm until a substantial research foundation has

been established. Of the handful of emirical efforts which have

been reported, to date, the methodologies which have been employed to

gather and analyze the data remain their most significant contributions

to the field. In this regard, perceptual surveys of and personal

interviews with top level participants in the goal setting process
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are used most frequently and appear to provide the best results given

the state—of—the—art.

In conclusion, it is felt that the literature examined here

supports the following. First, the contingency approach of organi-

zational theory, as defined by Lorsch and Lawrence (1970) above, is

an appropriate framework for comparative policy analysis at the

organizational level. Second, there are differences in the economic

orientations of organizations which can be identified and which may

be of value in explaining strategy differences. Third, hospitals

represent a convenient and appropriate organizational form for use

in comparative analyses based upon differences in economic orien-

tations. Fourth, organizational goals are a fundamental component of

strategy and serve as a logical place for such comparative analyses

to begin. Fifth, research on organizational goals and goal setting

processes has been severely retarded by a lack of agreement on basic

definitions and forms of usages, as well as by a lack of well developed

conceptual models. Sixth, current discussions of organizational goal

formulation processes emphasize the relationship between the power

relationships of an organization and the goals which it establishes.

And seventh, the empirical research which has been conducted on or-

ganizational goals and goal setting has emphasized the use of inter-

views with top level decision makers, as well as questionnaires which

seek to obtain the perceptions of these individuals with regard to

what are the goals of their organizations and how they are established.

This dissertation will use this literature as a foundation for a
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study of how the economic orientations (i.e., profit versus nonprofit)

of a specific type of organization (i.e., nongovernment, nonreligious,

short-term, general hospitals) affect the strategy (i.e., goals) of

these institutions. The relationship of an organization's power

distribution to its strategy will also be investigated. Since organi-

zational goals and goal setting processes are almost universally

acknowledged as being intrinsic to the field of strategic management,

this study is seen as providing a much needed examination of this

widely discussed but infrequently researched area of importance.



CHAPTER III

HYPOTHESES

This dissertation is by its nature and intent an exploratory

study of the relationship between an organization's economic orien-

tation and its strategy and power relationships. According to

Kerlinger (1973, p. 406), "exploratory studies have three purposes:

to discover significant variables in the field situation, to dis-

cover relations among variables, and to lay the groundwork for later,

more systematic and rigorous testing of hypotheses."

Since the pioneering nature of such investigations allows the

researcher considerable latitude in terms of how he or she defines

the problem to be examined and the methodology to be used (Festinger

& Katz, 1953), it is necessary that the theoretical and research

foundation for the study to be carefully developed. Chapter III

presents this foundation for each of the hypotheses which will be

examined in this study. Taken together, these hypotheses are in-

tended to provide a much needed insight into "why organizations that

are presumably the same (e.g., churches, schools, hospitals, business

organizations) pursue very different goals" (Hall, 1975, p. 30).

Goal and Goal Structure Hypotheses

Hl: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will perceive significantly
different operative goal structures for their hospitals.

85
n
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Chapters I and II identified the contingency approach to organi-

zational analysis as the basic conceptual framework for this research.

According to contingency theory, organizational properties such as

structure, social systems, patterns of bureaucracy, and strategy are

functions of other conditions. The most frequently analyzed of 4

these "other conditions" have been size (Blau & Shoenherr, 1971;

Child, 1972, 1973; Kimberly, 1976; Pugh, et al., 1968), technology

(Aldrich, 1972; Perrow, 1967; Thompson, 1967; Trist & Bamford, 1951;

Woodward, 1958, 1965), and environment (Burns & Stalker, 1961;

Emery & Trist, 1965; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Pfeffer & Salancik,

1978; Thompson, 1967).

Recently, Rushing (1976) proposed that the economic orientation

of an organization is another variable which strongly influences

macro level organizational behavior. The results of his comparative

study of profit and nonprofit hospitals (p. 689) "indicate that

profit-nonprofit orientation is a significant factor in hospital

functioning.... [and] extend the contingency framework in that

they indicate that organizational orientation, specifically profit

versus nonprofit orientation, may be a significant contingency for

intraorganizational re1ationships."

If the economic orientation of a hospital is as important as

Rushing has argued, then one might reasonably expect it to be re-

flected in such a basic organizational dimension as the institution's

goals. Consequently, it is hypothesized (H1) that the operative

goal structures of profit and nonprofit hospitals will be statisti-
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cally different.

In addition to extending Rushing's (1974, 1976) conclusions to

the area of strategic management, this hypothesis uses Perrow's

(1961) official-operative goal dichotomy and the research of Gross

(1968, 1969), Gross and Grambsch (1968, 1974), and Hambrick and

Brown (1978), which demonstrated that it was possible to identify

and measure an organization's operative goals by means of perceptual

mail surveys sent to top level decision makers, to examine the goals

and goal structures of profit and nonprofit organizations. The need

for an exploratory comparative analysis of this particular aspect of

the strategic management process has been cited by Wortman (1979) as

a necessary prerequisite to the study of strategic management in

not—for—profit organizations.

Three Specific Comparisons

Hla: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will rank community service
goals significantly higher in importance for their
hospitals.

Hlbz Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will rank patient care goals
significantly higher in importance for their hos-
pitals.

Hlc: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will rank economic goals
significantly lower in importance for their hospitals.

In addition to merely examining the overall goal structures of
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the hospitals in this study, three specific types of goals will be

considered in terms of their importance for each economic orientation.

As indicated in the wording of the above hypotheses, a positive re-

lationship is proposed between an institution's emphasis on community

service and patient care goals while a negative one is expected when

this emphasis is compared to the importance placed on economic goals.

In providing research support for these proposed relationships, each

hypothesis will be considered separately.

Hla: Economic Orientation and Community Service Goals

V Twenty years ago, Saunders (1960, p. 231) determined that the

community relations ratings of a group of Mississippi hospitals which

he examined were related to the way that the institutions were founded

and controlled. "Hospitals rated high in community relations were

generally founded by a group of community leaders, financed at least

in part by the community, and devoted to its service as publically

owned facilities. Hospitals rated low in community relations [however]

were generally founded by medical doctors and still operate under the

direction of these practitioners. They are operated privately and are

owned either by individuals or partnerships or are incorporated."

This relationship has also been noted in several more recent

research reports. In their analysis of the "major issues regarding

the relative merits and demerits of nonprofit and for—profit control,"

Ruchlin, Pointer and Cannedy (1973b, pp. 13-14) argued that "the

social comitment of for-profit investor-owned chain hospitals is
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often open to question." Rusing (1974, p. 478) concluded that

"profit hospitals are in business to make a profit first and to

provide a service second. The reverse is the case for nonprofit

hospitals." Rafferty and Schweitzer (1974, p. 308) felt that "pro-

prietary hospitals, by acting in a profit—making manner, do not

appear to serve a community's total needs for hospital services."

In the second report on his study of profit and nonprofit hospitals,

(Rushing (1976) held that a proprietary institution's lack of concern

with community needs was relative rather than absolute. Commenting

on earlier essays which had been very negative with regard to a pro-

prietary hospital‘s position vis E vis the community, he (1976, p. 680)

stated that

. . . it is doubtful if many profit hospitals are
totally unconcerned with the medical needs of the
community. They must be responsive to community
needs to some degree before they will be accepted
and, hence, supported by the comunity. As profit
organizations, however, they are not as interested
as nonprofit hospitals in the good of the commun-
ity....

Based upon reports such as these, it is hypothesized (Hlb) that

top level decision makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank community

service goals as being more important for their institutions than will

similar individuals in for-profit hospitals.

H1b: Economic Orientation and Patient Care Goals

The preponderance of the current literature indicates that the
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emphasis which a hospital places on patient care goals is a function

of the institution's economic orientation. Gordon's (1962, p. 67)

examination of the management triad (i.e., trustees, administrators,

and doctors) in voluntary hospitals concluded that "the primary pur-

pose of the voluntary (i.e., nonprofit) hospital is patient care.“

Many other (Durbin & Springall, 1969; Hepner & Hepner, 1973, Klarman,

1965; Moorehead, 1964; Newhouse, 1970; Ruchling et al., 1973b;

Rushing, 1974; Somers & Somers, 1967; Steinwald & Newhauser, 1970;

Trussell, 1965) have argued that, because of their emphasis on cost

cutting and refusal to provide services which are not financially

self supporting, proprietary hospitals sacrifice patient care for

greater profits. In this context, Goss (1970, p. 265) proposed that

the·"absence of profit-making as a hospital goal (as indicated by

nonprofit voluntary or governmental ownership status) facilitates

better medical care than does hospital commitment to profit making

(as indicated by proprietary hospital status)."

Although Davis (1972) would take exception to Goss' assertion

that "profit making as a hospital goal" is absent in nonprofit insti-

tutions, the belief that proprietary hospitals provide a lower quality

of care is widespread. Most past research on this issue has concen-

trated on comparisons of staff-patient ratios and the number and types

of services offered. Hypothesis Hlc is intended to test Goss' propo-

sition by examining the level of importance which top level decision

makers in each type of hospital attribute to patient care goals in

their respective hospitals.
‘
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Hlc: Economic Orientation and Economic Goals -

Many observers, such as those cited above, have argued that

economic goals are much more important for proprietary hospitals than

they are for not-for—profit institutions. Although Davis (1972) has

presented evidence to support her position that nonprofit hospitals

are just as motivated by the profit motive as are their proprietary

counterparts, the consensus of the published research in the area is

in line with Rushing's (1974, pp. 478-479) conclusion that "profit

hospitals are primarily economic organizations and nonprofit hospitals

are not."

The most frequently identified and investigated indicator of the

emphasis which proprietary hospitals place on generating profits has

been labeled as "cream-skimming." According to Steinwald and Neuhauser

(1970, pp. 832-833),

The essence of the cream-skimming argument is that
proprietary hospitals can and do profit by concen-
trating on providing the most profitable services
to the best—paying patients, thereby skimming the
cream of the market for acute hospital care and
leaving the remainder to nonprofit hospitals.

There are two basic types of cream·skimming.
First, with regard to the range of services of-
fered, proprietary hospitals allegedly eliminate,
wherever possible, the more expensive and less
heavily utilized services which tend to be unprof-
itable to most hospitals.

Second, proprietary hospitals are accused of
skimming the cream by excluding so far as possible
patients with complex illnesses who require ex-
pensive and time-consuming treatment and patients
who do not pay their full charges.
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Several examinations of the two types of skiming cited by

Steinwald and Neuhauser (1970) have been conducted in recent years.

After comaring the medical characteristics, educational offerings,

and financial characteristics of profit and nonprofit hospitals and

the demographic characteristics of their patients, Ruchlin, et al.

(1973b) reported that their results provided some support for the

existence of profit and nonprofit differences as well as for the

practice of financial skimming in proprietary institutions. Respond-

ing to Ruchlin, et al's (1973b) analysis, Rafferty and Schweitzer

(1974, p. 304) argued that "the Ruchlin results provide stronger
·

evidence of proprietary hospital skimming than the authors contend."

Finally, Bays (1977) examined actual case-mix data for a group of

California hospitals (19 proprietary and 22 not-for-profit) and.
‘

concluded (p. 21) that "the available data on case-mix and com-

plexity differences between for-profit and nonprofits are consistent

with the cream skimming hypothesis."

If for-profit hospitals do in fact consciously engage in the

type of skimming activity described above, then various economically

or financially related goals should be perceived as being more im-

portant for them than would be for nonprofit institutions.

Hypothesis Hld is intended to test for this relationship.

Power Structure Hypotheses

H2: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will perceive significantly
different power structures in their hospitals.
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The arguments in support of this hypothesis are largely the same

as were developed earlier with regard to hypothesis Hla and are thus

based on contingency theory. It is felt that if an organization's

economic orientation is as significant as some believe (Bays, 1977;

Ferber, 1971; Rafferty & Schweitzer, 1974; Ruchlin, et al., 1973a,

1973b; Rushing, 1979, 1976; Steinwald & Neuhauser, 1970), then there

should be a relationship between that orientation and the individuals

or groups which are perceived as having the greatest amount of power

or influence. Or, as proposed by Etzioni (1975b, p. 281), "different

types of hospitals--municipal, proprietary, voluntary, etc.--are

expected to vary in the groups they respond to most readily and in the

kinds of power base which has the greatest leverage."

In addition to the general test for this relationship which is

proposed in hypothesis H2, three specific analyses will be conducted

which focus upon the top management triad found in hospitals. _This

triad has been identified by numerous authors (Brady, 1970; Durbin &

Springall, 1969; Elling, 1963; Gordon, 1961, 1962; Lentz, 1957,

Perrow, 1960, 1963; Rakich, Longest, & O'Donovan, 1977; Schulz &

Johnson, 1976), as consisting of the hospital's administrator, its

board of trustees, and its medical staff. It is proposed that the

relative power positions of these three groups will vary depending

upon the profit or nonprofit status of a given institution. The

hypotheses which will serve as the basis for these specific analyses

are:
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H2a: Compared to the top level decision makers
in proprietary hospitals, the top level decision
makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank the
medical staff significantly lower in terms of ·
its perceived power in their hospitals.

H2b: Comared to the top level decision makers
in proprietary hospitals, the top level decision
makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank the
board of trustees significantly higher in terms
of its perceived power in their hospitals.

H2c: Compared to the top level decision makers
in proprietary hospitals, the top level decision
makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank the hospital
administrator significantly lower in terms of his!
her perceived power in their hospitals.

H2a: Economic Orientation and Medical Staff Power

· Traditionally, for-profit hospitals have been the province of

physicians which nonprofit institutions have been dominated by

community leaders. In his discussion of proprietary hospitals,

Rushing (1974, p. 477) noted that their "ownership and control are

more likely to be lodged in the hands of one group, physicians."

Steinwald and Neuhauser (1970, p. 829) have determined that a major

reason for this pattern of proprietary ownership and control can be

traced to the fact that "individual doctors or small groups of doctors

have become dissatisfied with the lack of availability of beds for

admitting their private patients and have responded by financing the

construction of their own proprietary hospitals."

Although the dominant power position of the medical staff in

proprietary hospitals has been discussed by these and other observers
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(Dolson, 1969; Saunders, 1960), most of the support for these dis-

cussions has been either historical or from secondary sources.

Hypothesis H2b attempts to determine if the medical staff is regarded

as more powerful in proprietary hospitals by specifically asking the

top level decision makers to evaluate the amount of influence which

they perceive the medical staff as having in their particular hos-
l

pitals. If the literature is correct, the medical staff should be

rated as being more powerful in for-profit than in not-for-profit

hospitals.

H2b: Economic Orientation and Board Power

The other side of the argument presented above with regard to

the strong power position of the medical staff in'proprietary hos-

pitals was that comunity leaders dominate nonprofit institutions.

The main way that this community domination occurs is through member-

. ship on the board of the nonprofit hospital. According to Newhouse

(1970, p. 65), "one characteristic of nonprofit hospitals is that

usually control formally resides in a board of trustees."

The function and composition of hospital boards of directors has

been analyzed in some detail by Pfeffer (1973) who concluded that

these boards provide an important organization-environmental linkage

through which the organization attempts to coopt and gain greater

control over those parts of the local environment upon which it is

most dependent. The results of his study indicated (p. 362) that
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the differences between types of hospitals with .
respect to linkages with their envirouments
[through their boards] are consequences of the
different contingencies the organizations face
in obtaining resources. The private nonprofit
hospitals were the most closely linked to the
local environment because they needed to be,
drawing relatively more of their resource sup-
port from the local community.

The greater dependency of not-for-profit hospitals on their local

commuities stems largely from the fact that deficits in their operat-

ing budgets are compensated for with subisies from the local populace

who want the institution to continue functioning (Newhouse, 1970).

Belknap and Steinke (1963), Elling (1963), Elling and Halebsky (1961),

Gordon (1962), and Perrow (1960, 1963) have all described actual

instances of how nonprofit hospitals have used their boards to provide

them with financial support, prestige,_business and legal advice, or

even political clout at critical points in their organizational lives.

The price which the nonprofit hospital has to pay for this

cooptation of the local environment is in terms of a loss of organi-

zational autonomy (Thompson & McEwen, 1958). As a hospital continues

to provide representation on its board to those who control important

environental resources, the power of the board members increases

(Emerson, 1962). Conversely, the proprietary hospital, which re-

quires that its operations pay for themselves, is much less dependent

on the local environment to support its continued existence through

subsidies and thus faces less pressure to give up part of its autonomy.

It is, therefore, hypothesized (H2c) that the board will be perceived
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as having more power in nonprofit hospitals than it will in proprietary

institutions.

H2c: Economic Orientation and Administrative Power

The evolution of the administrator into a coequal part of the

management triad has been the most recent and least examined segment

of the triangle (Rakich, et al., 1977; Schulz & Johnson, 1976). Conr

sequently, there is only a limited amount of published research

available which can be used as a basis for a hypothesis dealing with

the relative power position of the administrator vis ä vis the board
‘

and the medical staff.

One of the more plausable philosophical descriptions of the

administrator's role in the triad has been presented by Etzioni -

(1975b) in terms of a contingency relationship. It is his contention

(p. 281) that "the administrator's actions are . . . almost totally

determined by various partisan interest group pressures; predicting

the behavior of the administrator then is a matter of knowing the

coefficients of strength of the various groups."

In this regard, Pfeffer and Salancik (1977) noted that the ad-

ministrators of a majority of the hospitals which they examined

tended to be selected by the boards of trustees because they possessed

specific qualifications that the institutions needed at a particular

point in time. The researchers also reported that as these situations

changed, so did the type of administrator needed to deal with the new

contingencies. The administrators in this study thus served at the
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pleasure of the boards which represented local community interests.

Since 55 of the 57 hospitals examined by Pfeffer and Salancik were of

the nonprofit variety, it can be implied that the not-for-profit ad-

ministrator is in a subordinate position to the board and the power

position of such an administrator is therefore expected to be weak.

The administrator in for—profit hospitals is, in c0utIaSt,

generally viewed to be in a much stronger position vis E vis the other

two components of the triad. Because proprietary hospitals are pri-

marily considered to be business organizations (Rushing, 1974), their

administrators tend to be looked on as professional managers whose

functions closely resemble those of corporate executives (Lentz, 1957).

Because of reports such as these, it is hypothesized (H2d) that

the administrators of for-profit hospitals will be perceived as

possessing a greater amount of power than will their counterparts in

nonprofit institutions. ·

Goal Setting Hypotheses

The contingency approach to comparative organizational analysis

will again be utilized to examine seven specific aspects of the goal

setting processes (GSPs) of the hospitals in this study. The multiple

hypothesis which will be used in this examination is as follows:

H3: Compared to the goal setting processes used
in proprietary hospitals, the goal setting pro-
cesses used in nonprofit hospitals will: (a)
Take Place Significantly More Frequently; (b)
lnvolve Significantly More Participants; (c) Be
Characterized by Significantly More Conflict
Among the Participants; (d) Place Significantly
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Less Emphasis on Considerations Relating to
Costs versus Potential Income in Making Decisions;
(e) Place Significantly Greater Emphasis on the
Needs and Medical Welfare of the Community in
Making Decisions; (f) Be Characterized by the
Formation of Significantly More Coalitions Among
the Participants.

Each component of this multiple hypothesis is considered separately

below.

H3a: Take Place Significantly More Frequently

The consensus of the literature, much of which has already been

cited above, is that nonprofit hospitals tend to have multiple goals

which seek to provide something for everyone while the goals of

- proprietary hospitals are more tightly focused on primarily economic

considerations. Consequently, as contingencies change over time the

nonprofit institution will be required to change or revise its goals

·—u

more frequently than will for-profit organizations so as to placate

the many individuals and groups upon which it is dependent (Elling,

1963; Pfeffer, 1973; Rushing, 1974, 1976).

H3b: Involve Significantly More Participants

The previous discussion of the role and function of the board

of trustees in nonprofit hospitals (see hypothesis H2b above) alluded

to the fact that these boards are generally larger than those of for-

profit institutions. This is because nonprofit hospitals attemt to

coopt their local enviromments by granting representation on the board
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to important elements upon which the organization is dependeut

Belknap & Steiuk, 1963; Elling, 1963; Pfeffer, 1973; Thompson & McEven,

1958). This view is consisteut with Thompson's (1967, p. 129) propo-

sition 9.10 which states that "the more sources of uucertainty of con-

tingency for the organization, the more bases there are for power and

the larger the nuber of political positions in the organizatiou."
9

Proprietary hospitals, because they are not as dependeut upon

the local environment and are thus more closely held, would be expected

to have smaller boards. In addition, because of the greater power of

the medical staff in for-profit hospitals (Rushing, 1974; Steinwald &

Neuhauser, 1970), the boards of these iustitutious are expected to be

composed of more physician members than those of nonprofit hospitals.

Since the board of trustees is repeatedly fdentified as one of

the three major components of the decision making triad in hospitals

(Elling, 1963; Gordon, 1961, 1962; Leutz, 1957; Perrow, 1960, 1963;

Rakich, et al., 1977; Rushing, 1974; Schulz & Johnson, 1976), it is

anticipated that a larger board will mean more participants in the

goal setting process. With nonprofit hospitals expected to have

larger boards than proprietary hospitals, it is hypothesized that

there will also be more participants in the goal setting processes

used by these not-for-profit institutions.

H3c: Be Characterized by Significantly More
Conflict Among the Participants

One consequence of involving more participants in the goal setting
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process of nonprofit hospitals was noted earlier as the establishment

of multiple goals. Another is an increase in the amount of conflict

which is experienced. Perrow (1963, p. 132) has described these

problems in nonprofit hospitals as follows:

Multiple leadership, as a stable system of goal
determination and policy setting, is most likely
to be foud in organizations where there are
multiple goals and where these goals lack
precise criteria of achievement and allow con-
siderable tolerances with regard to achievement.
Organizations with a single goal [i.e., pro-
prietary hospitals] or a clear hierarchy of goals
provide little basis for multiple leadership.
Multiple leadership arises because important
group interests diverge, and each group has the
power to protect its interests.

Rushing (1974, pp. 476-477) placed the conflict issue in sharper

perspective by noting that "it is plausable to assume that there_is

less conflict between these groups [i.e., administrators, boards, and

physicians] in profit than in nonprofit hospitals.... because com-

peting criteria for making decisions are more apt to be systematically

subordinated to only one criterion, the economic interest of the

hospital." Hypothesis H3c is thus intended to provide a test of

Rushing's assuption and the implication contained in Perrow's ~

description.
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H3d: Place Significantly Less Emphasis On
Considerations Relating to Costs Versus Potential

Income in Making Decisions

H3e: Place Significantly Greater Emphasis On
the Needs and Medical Welfare of the

Community in Making Decisions

Hypotheses H3d and H3e are grouped together for discussion because

they represent what have been identified in the literature as the pri-

mary decision making criteria for profit and nonprofit hospitals re-

spectively. According to Rushing (1976, p. 680), "in comparison to

profit hospitals, nonprofit hospitals are more apt to make decisions

that are more concerned with the perceived health-care interest of the

community and less with how much particular services cost in relation

to the income they can be expected to produce."

Decision criteria 11ke these also contribute to the conflict

hypothesis (H3e) proposed above. Economic criteria such as cost

versus revenue analyses are highly specific and leave little room for

interpretation. In contradistinction, such abstract statements as

"the needs and medical welfare of the community" are vague and easily

debatable with regard to what they mean. If economic criteria are

in fact used by profit making organizations to the extent postulated

by Rushing (1974, p. 483), then these for-profit enterprises should

also experience less decision making conflict.

H3f: Be Characterized by the Formation of
Significantly More Coalitions Among the Participants

If the involvement of more actors in the goal setting processes
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of nonprofit hospitals and the use of more abstract and debatable

criteria for decision making by these institutions leads to the pre-

dicted higher frequencies of conflict, then it is logical to assume

that there should also be more efforts in these organizations to

resolve this conflict. A frequently cited way of accomplishing this

in triadic relationships is through the formation of coalitions

(Caplow, 1956, 1968; Flanagan, 1973; Gamson, 1961a, 196lb; Komorita

& Chertkoff, 1973; Mills, 1954). Duncan (1976, p. 28) described

(

coalitions as "goal oriented alliances amng individuals with

different interests that are formed to mobilize joint resources so

as to influence the outcome of a contest and divide the spoils of

victory."
l

The nonprofit hospital with its many competing power groups is ·

most likely to make use of coalitions in its decision making activities.

Since it will be impossible for each faction to achieve all it wants,

various groups will tend to unite in concerted action to achieve what

they find to be the most attractive alternative (Cyert & March, 1963).

The proprietary hospital, guided by a more singular motive and cone

trolled by a more homogeneous group (i.e., physicians), will con-

versely have less need to revert to coalition formation in order to

achieve consensus.

H3g: Take Significantly Longer to Complete
From Initiation to Approval

The preceding sections have argued that as compared to proprietary
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hospitals, the goal setting processes of nonprofit hospitals will in-

volve more participants, be characterized by more conflict, emphasize

more debatable decision making criteria, and be characterized by the

formation of more coalitions. As‘a result of these factors, it is

hypothesized that the goal setting processes found in nonprofit

hospitals will take longer to complete than will those in proprietary

institutions.

Sumagy

Because of the exploratory nature of the research contained in

this dissertation, a carefully constructed theoretical foundation was

deemed to be necessary. Chapter III has provided this foundation by

individually considering the basis for each of the hypotheses which

will be examined in this study. The methodology which will be used

to analyze these hypotheses is described next in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

The preceding chapters have presented literature to support the

basic premise of this dissertation which states that the goals, and

hence the strategy, of an organization are closely related to its

economic orientation. This literature indicated that the most ap-

propriate types of organizations to use for testing this relationship

are found in the health care industry in the form of profit and non-

profit hospitals. In addition, various hypotheses which were developed

to examine specific aspects of this relationship were discussed.

Chapter IV completes the foundation building part of this disser-

tation by describing the methodology which was used to identify the

particular organizations studied, gather the data necessary to test

the proposed hypotheses, and analyze the results. It concludes with

a brief consideration of some of the more significant inherent weak-

nesses of this research design.

The Sample

The specific hospitals which were examined in this dissertation

were selected using a combination of purposive and convenience

sampling techniques (Be11enger & Greenberg, 1978; Kerlinger, 1973;

_ 105
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Warwick & Lininger, 1975). The following purposive or judgmental

criteria were used to initially restrict the institutions considered,

thereby reducing variability and increasing homogeneity.

First, only hospitals with from one to three hundred beds were

held to be relevant for this research. Restricting the size of the

potential sample organizations to this range had the effect of con-

trolling for variations associated with either extremely large or

small institutions. The specific range was established after consul-

tations with several professional health care administrators and

planners to be representative of "average" size hospitals. These

would be large enough to be viable but not so large as to have become

overly bureaucratic. The use of "number of beds" as a measure of size

and the practice of limiting hospital organizational research to

institutions of a particular bed size is an accepted practice which

lhas been well documented (Georgopolus, 1972, 1975).

Second, the decision to use only nongovernmental and nonreligious

hospitals was made to exclude those institutions that have their oper-

ations completely underwritten by an external body. Although govern-

mental and religious hospitals would certainly qualify as nonprofit

organizations under the Internal Revenue Service guidelines, they are

not considered here to be "pure" forms of the nonprofit genre (Cope-

land & Smith, 1978). For this reason, the classification schemes

of both Pfeffer (1973) and the American Hospital Association (AHA)

(1978) contain separate categories for these organizations and do not
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include them with the "true" nonprofit institutions.

Third, only short-term, general hospitals are included for this

analysis. A short—term institution is one in which the "average

length of stay for all patients is less than 30 days or over S0 per-

cent of all patients are admitted to units where [the] average length

of stay is less than 30 days" (AHA, 1978, p. A-2). General

hospitals are those "with an organized medical staff that provide

permanent nursing services and both surgical and nonsurgical diag-

noses and treatment of patients with any of a variety of medical con-

ditions" (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1977, p. 427).

By excluding long—term and specialty hospitals, many problems peculiar

to those specific types of institutions are eliminated, thus, making

the resultant samples more homogeneous. For much the same reason,

only nonteaching hospitals (i.e., those not associated with university

sponsored medical or nursing school programs) were considered.

Finally, only hospitals listed in the 1978 edition of the

American Hospital Association's Guide to the Health Care Field

were included in the relevant universe. Although it is possible that

this publication does not list every hospital in the nation, the

probability is extremely low since it contains all AHA registered

hospitals, all osteopathic hospitals affiliated with the American

Osteopathic Hospital Association, and all hospitals accredited by

the Joint Comission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Furthermore,

the AHA's annual guide is accepted by both the hospital industry and

the United States governent as the authoritative listing of currently
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operating hospitals in America.

In addition to the preeeding restrictions placed on the relevant

universe, two convenience oriented requirements were also imposed on

the selection process. First, because of the data collection pro-

cedure which will be discussed below, it was necessary to identify

hospitals with administrators who would be willing to complete two

mail questionnaires, supply the names of other top level decision

makers, and consent to a personal interview. Since it was vital to

the study that all data be collected, the willingness of the admini-

strator to participate over an extended period of time (ultimately

five months) was an important sample selection criterion.

The second convenience related requirement involved the limited

amount of time and especially money which was available for the data

gathering phase of the research. The scarcity of these important

resources meant that the geographie proximity of the sample was

another critical factor in the institutional selection process which

was used.

Although the sample selection process employed here makes any

inferences beyond the scope of this study extremely tenuous, it is not

uncommon for research in this area to be characterized by similar non-

probability sampling techniques. In fact, purposive and/or convenience

samples appear to be the rule rather than the exception in much of the

empirical policy research which has been reported to date (see Hofer,

1975 and 1976, for extensive reviews of many of these studies). For

example, Dobbie (1972, xiii) limited his study of long-range goal
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setting practices to "large corporations which could be readily

approached by the researcher in California."

The greatest restriction imposed on research using such sampling

techniques is in terms of the external validity or generalizability

of the results. This does not mean that these studies are

worthless. As long as the reader is cognizant of this inherent limi-

tation and does not attempt to apply indiscriminantly the results to

other organizations and/or situations, the research maintains its

usefulness.

The organizational selection process described above ultimately

yielded eight hospitals which agreed to participate in this study.

Four of these institutions were located in Virginia, one in West

Virginia, and three in North Carolina. Five were operated as not-

for-profit hospitals while three were profit oriented facilities. A

more detailed description of these organizations is presented in

Chapter V.

Data Collection_

The data needed to test the various hypotheses presented in

Chapter III were obtained by means of mail questionnaires and personal

interviews. The following sections describe these data collection

procedures.
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The Organizational Data Questionnaire (ODQ)

Once permission to use a given hospital in this study was ob-

tained, an organizational data questionnaire (ODQ) was sent to its

administrator (see Appendix A). This questionnaire asked for infor-

mation concerning: the age and size of the hospital; the number and

type of doctors who have privileges in the hospital; the number and

type of nonphysician personnel directly employed by the hospital; the

name of the hospital's parent organization (if applicable); and the

kind of activities in which the hospital engages. In addition, the

ODQ also requested the names, positions, and mailing addresses of all

hospital administrators, medical staff members, board members, and

others who regularly.participate in the top level decision making

activities of the hospital.

The ODQ thus served two important functions in this research.

First, it provided background information on each of the eight par-

ticipant hospitals. It was felt that the type of data requested

might be of value in explaining variances in the final results.

Second, the ODQ provided the researcher with the names and mailing

addresses of those individuals who were considered by the hospital's

administrator as being regularly involved in his organization's top

level decision making processes. These names in turn constituted

the mailing list for the next questionnaire. In addition, by total-

ing the number of decision makers for each hospital, the ODQ supplied

the data necessary for testing hypothesis H3b (see Chapter III). All
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ODQs were completed and returned between the middle of March and the

first week of May, 1979.

The Perceived Organizational
Goals Questionnaire (POGQ)

Using the names of the top level decision makers provided by the

ODQ as a mailing list, a second questionnaire was sent directly to

these individuals. The purpose of this second instrument (hereafter

referred to as POGQ, see Appendix B) was to obtain the perceptions of

these decision makers with regard to the goals and power distributions

of their particular organizations. In order to accomplish this, the

procedure employed by Gross and Grambsch (1968, 1974) was utilized as

follows.

Based upon an extensive review of the literature on hospital

goals, annual reports of hospitals, and conversations with health

care educators and professionals, a list of 56 goal statements which

were potentially relevant for hospitals was developed. These 56

statements were in turn assigned to one of six goal areas (Community

Service Related, Economic or Financially Related, Employee Related,

Medical Staff Related, Patient Related, and Prestige Related) based

upon the primary intent of the statement and/or its usage in other

studies.

As a cross check of the resultant classification of these goal

statements, 43 individuals not otherwise involved in this study but

who are closely associated with the health care field in either an
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academic/research, administrative, planning, or other professional

capacity were asked to also categorize the statements (see Appendix

D). Twenty of these individuals (46.5 percent) responded to this

separate survey and thus served as an expert panel. Overall 78.6

percent of the goal statement classifications of the expert panel

agreed with those based upon the literature. When only those goal

statements that 60 percent or more of the expert panel agreed belonged

to a particular goal area were considered (i.e., 41 of the S6 original

statements), the correlation with the literature increased to 0.951.

This high level of agreement between the classifications of the

goal statements obtained from a review of the literature and those of

the expert panel is viewed as providing strong support for the pro-

cedure used in this study. The goal areas which were produced by

these classifications represent six scales which were used in later

analyses (see Chapter V) to measure the goal orientations of the

identified decision makers and the goal structures of their respective _

hospitals.

The recipients of the POGA were asked to respond to two specific

questions about each of the 56 goal statements. First, they were re-

quested to evaluate each statement in terms of how important the goal

actually IS for their particular hospital in terms of its day to day

operations. Second, these decision makers were asked to evaluate

the goal in terms of how important it SHOULD BE for their
‘ ‘

hospital.

The simultaneous use of these two questions represented an
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attempt to isolate the operative goals of the organization by allow-

ing the respondents to give their perceptions of both what IS and

what SHOULD BE. The IS responses were used to indicate the perceived

operative goals of the hospital while the SHOULD BE responses indi-

cated the goal preferences (orientations) of the respondent. Goal

structures for each type of hospital were constructed by averaging

the responses of this part of the POGQ across all organizations with

similar economic orientations and then ranking the averages (Gross

and Grambsch, 1968, 1974).

The second part of the POGQ was designed to determine the power

relationships in an organization as perceived by its top level de-

cision makers. Again following Gross and Grambsch (1968, 1974), a

list of groups and individuals who might be able to exert influence

on a hospital's goal setting process was formulated from the litera-

ture and conversations with health care professionals. Respondents

were asked to indicate the amount of influence which each of the

individuals or groups are actually able to exert on their organi-

zation's goal setting process using a five point Likert type scale.

By ra¤k1ng the average scores for each potential power holder across

each type of hospital (i.e., profit versus nonprofit), a power

structure for each economic orientation was obtained.

In both the first and second parts of the POGQ, the respondents

were encouraged to add any other goal statements or potential power

holders to those which were listed and to evaluate these additional

entries. This was done to allow for personalized input and thus
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keep the POGQ from being merely an_ä priori listing which would force

the respondents to only consider alternatives that had been preselect—

ed by the researcher. Since previous research efforts had relied

exclusively upon_ä priori listings of goal statements and/or power

holders, it was felt that this approach provided an improvement in

design.

The final sections of the POGO requested information concerning:

the identity of the three most powerful groups or individuals in the

overall goal setting process; the amount of conflict present in the

process; the identity of the individuals or groups which are most

frequently involved in this conflict; the frequency of coalition

formation during the process; the identity of the individuals or

groups which seem to form coalitions most frequently; and the cri-

teria which are used to evaluate alternative goals.

A cover letter explaining the general nature of the project and

informing the respondents that permission for the survey had already

been obtained from their hospital's administrator accompanied the

POGQ. Anonymity was assured and a stamped, preaddressed return

envelope was included. Each questionnaire was coded for follow—up

purposes (a fact which was also explained in the cover letter) and

two follow-ups were sent to non—respondents at two week intervals

after the initial mailing. A cutoff date for the return of usable

responses was established for approximately two weeks after the last

follow—up mailing. All POGQs analyzed in this study were received

between May 14 and June 28, 1979.
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· The Personal Interview Schedule (PIS)

The last phase of the data collection process involved the com-

pletion of semi—structured interviews with the administrator of each

hospital in the study. The semi—structured interview format was

chosen for use in this research because it combines the advantages of

both structured and unstructured interview techniques while minimizing

many of their disadvantages (Kerlinger, 1973). This meant that the

researcher therefore had an interview schedule to guide the overall

course of the interview but was still free to alter the sequencing of

the previously specified questions to fit each particular situation

and/or follow—up on unexpected or what seemed to be incomplete

answers. Because of the exploratory nature of this investigation and

the lack of availability of previously used interview schedules, the

semi—structured format thus supplied maximum flexibility while still

providing predetermined bounds for the interview session.

All interviews were conducted and subsequently coded by this

researcher. Consequently, many obvious problems that might have been

associated with a possible lack of consistency in the interviewing and

coding phases of the investigation were avoided. Standard interview-

ing techniques, as discussed by Backstrom and Hursh (1963) and

Hennessy (1965), were followed during all interviews and anonymity was

assured in an effort to elicit candid responses. Because of the

amount of confidential and/or proprietary information which was ob-

tained during the interviews, this researcher is convinced that a

good rapport was established with each of the interviewees and that
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their responses and comments were truthful and accurate.

The personal interview schedule (PIS, see Appendix C) used in

this investigation concentrated on the organizational goal setting

process (GSP) employed by each of the hospitals. In addition to

having the administrator describe the overall process by which goals V

are established in his hospital, probing was used to make sure that as

complete a description of the process as possible was obtained. All

interviews were conducted during the first two weeks of July, 1979.

(Since all of the hospital administrators who participated in this

dissertation were male, masculine pronouns are used throughout

whenever reference is made to these individuals.)

Data Analysis

Four nonparametric statistical techniques were used to test the

hypotheses proposed in this study. These were the Spearman rank order

correlation, the Mann-Whitney U test, the Fisher exact test, and the

Goodman and Kruskal gamma. Nonparametric tests were selected for the

data analysis phase of this investigation for two major reasons.

First, since the sampling procedure described above is not proble-

matic, the parametric assumptions of a normal distribution and equal

variance cannot be made. Second, since the number of organizational

units is small (N = 8), nonparametric tests are more appropriate for

analyzing the proposed organizational relationships. The use of non-

parametric techniques thus dictated that the analysis of these data

had to be based upon either rankings created by ordering the average
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raw scores for various groups of items or ordered contingency tables.

(Bla1ock, 1972; Hollander & Wolfe, 1973; Siegel, 1956).

Spearman's rank order correlation (rs) is the nonparametric

equivalent of the parametric Pearson product moment correlation

(B1a1ock, 1972; Leedy, 1974). This statistic was selected for use in

testing hypotheses Hla and H2a which relate to possible differences

between the goal and power structures (i.e., rankings), respectively,

of the profit and nonprofit hospital in this study. The correlation

obtained from this technique (see Appendix E for the computational

formula used) would be +1.0 if perfect positive correlation were ob-

tained, -1.0 if perfect negative correlatiou were obtained, and 0.0

if absolutely no association were present in the rankings. In order

to determine the statistical significance of the correlations which

were obtained, a_£ value was calculated for each rs (see Appendix E).

_ The Mann-Whitney U test is the nonparametric counterpart of the

parametric t-test. The major distinction between these two procedures

is that the U test compares the medians of two samples to determine

if they are significantly different while the t-test compares the

sample means. The formula for computing the test statistic is con-

tained in Appendix E. For small N's (i.e.,lii20) pre-computed tables

are available which indicate the statistical significance of the test

statistic (Blalock, 1972, pp. 561-567). The Mann-Whitney test was used

with hypotheses H3b and H3g which compared profit and nonprofit

oriented hospitals in terms of the number of participants in their

GSPs and the amount of‘time needed to complete these processes,
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respectively.

Originally the Mann-Whitney test had also been proposed for use

in examining the frequency with which the GSPs of proprietary and

not—for-profit hospitals took place (hypothesis H3a). Upon collection

of the data needed to test this relationship it was discovered that

only two types of responses were given. Since this resulted in a 2 x 2

contingency table (i.e., proprietary versus not-for—profit by the two

response categories) and the N was small (N = 7), it was determined

that Fisher's exact test (a special case of the chi-square statistic)

provided a much better measure of association for this hypothesis

than did the Mann-Whitney procedure.

The Fisher test calculates the probability of obtaining an

exact frequency distribution under the null hypothesis that there

are no differences in the population proportions (B1a1ock, 1972, p.

287). The computational formula used to calculate this probability

is found in Appendix E.

The remainder of the hypotheses in this study (i.e., Hlb, H2c,

H2d, H2b, H2c, H2d, H3c, H3d, H3c, and H3f) relate to the comparative

ordering or ranking of particular goals, power groups, and decision

criteria, and the frequency of GSP conflict and coalition formulation.

For testing these hypotheses, Goodman and Kruskal's gamma was deemed

to be the most appropriate measure of association (Goodman & Kruskal,

1954, 1963). The primary reason for the selection of gama was that

it provides a proportional reduction in errors (PRE) measure of

association for ordered categories in the same way that E? does for
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interval level data in a linear regression (Costner, 1965).

According to Mendenhall, Ott, and Larson (1974, p. 363), "gamma

attempts to answer the question: If we know the order of ranks on

one variable [e.g., economic orientation] for a pair of individuals

can we predict the order or ranks for that pair on a second variable

[e.g., a specific goal statement]." The calculated value of gamma

which can range from -1.0 to +1.0, indicates the strength of the

association between the predicted and predictor variables while the

absolute value gives the percentage of guessing errors which can be

eliminated by knowing the order of the cases on the predictor variable.

The reader is cautioned to remember that gamma predicts the order of

pairs of cases and does not predict the rank of a given case vis ä vis

all other cases.

The statistical significance of gamma is obtained by calculating

an appropriate_£ value and using a table for the standard normal

distribution. The formulae used to calculate the reported gammas and

the E value for the significance test are contained in Appendix E.

A suary of the statistical analyses which were used to test each of

the proposed hypotheses is found in Table IV-1.

Significance Levels

The selection of a significance level for use in empirical re-

search appears to be most often based upon convention with the result

being that the .05, .01, and 001 levels have achieved an almost

mystical quality. Skipper, Guenther, and Nass (1967, p. 18) have
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argued against the use of these conventional levels and "suggested

that a more rational approach might be to report the actual level of

significance, placing the burden of interpretive skill upon the

reader." Labovitz (1968), using Skipper's, et al. thesis as a point

of departure, has presented eleven criteria which he feels should be

considered when selecting a level of significance. Without repeating

his discussion, these are (pp. 220-222):

l. Practical consequences

2. Plausibility of alternatives

3. Power of the test-sample size

„ 4. Power of the test-size of true difference

5. Type I vs. type II error

6. Convention

7.'—0egree of control in design

8. Robustness of test

9. One—tail vs. two-tail tests

10. Confidence interval

11. Testing vs. developing hypotheses.

Combining Skipper's, et al. admonitions against blindly using

conventional levels with several of Labovitz's guidelines for select-

ing an appropriate level of significance, it was decided to report

the actual level of significance obtained for each measure and use

the .15 level for rejecting or failing to reject the proposed

hypotheses. By reporting the actual significance level, the reader

is able to apply either a more or less stringent test of significance
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to the obtained results as he or she wishes.

Limitations of the Methodology

Several limitations in the methodology described above have al-

ready been noted. These relate primarily to the sampling procedure

and the data collection methods and instruments employed in this study.

Considering the sampling procedure first, the use of purposive

and convenience oriented selection techniques makes any generalization

to organizations not included in the study extremely tenuous. Such a

lack of external validity is not uncomon in exploratory research and

should not be interpreted as making the study unusable. In order to

increase the external validity of this type of research, future

investigations should make use of probabilistic sampling techniques

and a less restrictive definition of the relevant universe.

The limitations of the data collection methods and instruments

relate in large measure to the issues of validity and reliability.

The overall validity of the research instruments used here must of

necessity rest on their face and content validities which are judg—

mental decisions (Kerlinger, 1973; Nunnally, 1967). Similarly,

because of the pioneering nature of this investigation and the con-

struction of the instruents, classical empirical reliability

measures are not appropriate for the most part.

The one exception to this is with regard to the six goal area

constructs. Item analyses were conducted using zero order inter—item

and item-total correlations to determine the contribution of each
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goal statement to the overall goal area. Although it was not the

purpose of this dissertation to construct the best possible measures

for these goal areas, this type of analysis did provide insights

into the appropriateness of including the various goal statements in

each particular goal construct.

In addition, Cronbach's coefficient alpha was employed to

measure the internal reliability of each of the six goal area scales

(Cronbach 1951). This test has been described by Nunnally (1967, p.

197, italics in the original) as "the expected correlations of one

test with another test of the same length when the two tests purport

to measure the same thing. Coefficient alpha can also be derived

as the expected correlation between an actual test and a hypothetical

alternative form, one that may never be constructed." Nunnally (1967,

p. 226) also argued that in the early stages of research on untested

hypothesized measures of constructs, instruments with even "modest"

reliabilities in the .50 to .60 range are acceptable and deserve

further consideration and testing. The results of the item analysis

and the calculated values for the coefficient alphas are presented

in Chapter V.

Summagz

Chapter IV has described the research methodology used in this

dissertation and identified some of its more significant limitations.

In particular, five areas were discussed.

First, the sample selection process was examined and shown to
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have been guided by nonprobabilistic (i.e., purposive and convenience)

considerations. Second, each of the three data collection instruments

were discussed in terms of how it was developed and administered.

Third, the various nonparametric statistical techniques which were

used to test the proposed hypotheses were identified and briefly
·

described. Fourth, arguents in support of the level of significance

which was selected for use in determining the statistical significance

were presented. Finally, several of the more important limitations

placed on this investigation by the methodology which was employed

were considered. These dealt primarily with problems of assessing

the validity and reliability of the sampling procedure and data

collection instruments which were used. However, because of the ex-

_p1oratory nature of this research, it is felt that these limitations

do not unduly compromise the worth of the results.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS

Using the methodology detailed in Chapter IV, data were collected

from respondents associated with eight hospitals and used to test the

hypotheses developed in Chapter III. This chapter presents the results

of the study in three parts. First, characteristics of both the or-

ganizations and the individuals who participated in this investigation

are discussed in order to provide the reader with an overview of the

sample. Second, each hypothesis is considered individually and its

statistical analysis is reported. And third, the internal reliabili-

ties of the six goal area constructs used in the POGQ are examined.

Characteristics of the Sample
l

The Organizations

The administrators of eight hospitals initially agreed to have

their institutions participate in this study. Of these, three were

profit oriented while five were operated as nonprofit organizations.

Information requested on the ODQ and POGQ'forms (see Appendices A

and B) was obtained from the administrators and top level decision

makers of each of these hospitals. Personal interviews were only

obtained from seven of the eight administrators because the eighth

administrator refused to be interviewed claiming that he had already

- 126
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"wasted" too much of his time in responding to the ODQ and POGQ. In

the subsequent analyses which were conducted, all eight hospitals were

included whenever the data source was the ODQ or POGQ. When the data

source was the PIS, only seven hospitals were analyzed (see Table IV—1

for the data source for each hypothesis).

Each of the three proprietary hospitals in the study exhibited a

different ownership pattern. One was owned and operated by a national

hospital chain. Another was owned by a private stock company con-

sisting primarily of physicians and civic leaders from the local com-

munity. The third was owned by a limited partnership composed of the

family of the hospital's founder and the physicians who held privileges

in the hospital.

The five nonprofit institutions had similar forms of public owner-

ship with each being operated under a charter issued by its local com-

munity to serve in the public interest. In no case, however, did the

local government administer the hospital or attempt to dictate its

policies.

Table V-l lists selected organizational characteristics of the

l
eight hospitals examined as abstracted from their respective 0DQs.

In general, these hospitals exhibited patterns which would be expected

for their particular economic orientations based upon the current

literature.

The Individual Respondents

The administrators of the eight hospitals identified a total of
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202 individuals who were involved in the top level decision making

processes of their respective hospitals. These individuals were

categorized by the administrators as being either administrators,

medical staff members, members of the hospita1's board of trustees,

or "other," with the latter category being used primarily for

functional department heads (see Table V—2).

The initial mailing and subsequent follow-ups which were sent to

these top level decision makers ultimately produced 115 usable re-

sponses (56.9%). A breakdown of these usable responses showed that

the response rate from for—profit hospitals was 82 percent while from

not-for—profit hospitals it was only 49 percent. By position, the

medical staff had the lowest overall response rate (36%) followed by

the board (53%), the administration (73%), and the "other" category 1

(91%).

The low response rate for the medical staff is not new to hos-

pital oriented survey research (Georgopoulos, 1972, 1975) and was not

viewed with alarm here. Although the survey had the approval of all

eight administrators, several of whom made repeated appeals for their

medical staff's cooperation, the head of the hospital has little real

power to compell a doctor not directly employed by that institution

to participate in any research investigation. In light of this, even

the low response rate obtained from this group was gratifying.

Conversely, the extremely high response rate obtained from the

"other" category was unexpected. After discussions with the eight

administrators, the most plausable explanation for this seemed to be
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that although these individuals were listed as being "active" partici-

pants in the GSPs of their hospitals, they personally do not feel that

their input is given the same consideration as that of the traditional

triad. The POGQ thus provided the members of this "other" group with

a convenient and anonymous way for them to comment on the GSPs of

their hospitals. The anxiousness of the "others" to reply was simi-

larly noted in the fact that, as a group and across all hospitals,

their responses were returned to the researcher sooner than were those

of any other respondent category.

Analyses of the Goal Related Hypotheses

The primary purpose of this dissertation was to determine if

there is a relationship between an organization's economic orientation

and its strategy as operationalized in its goals. The following

. pages report the statistical analyses of the three hypotheses which

were developed to test for this relationship.

Hl: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will perceive significantly
different operative goal structures for their hos-
pitals.

Hypothesis H1 was designed to test for differences in the overall

goal structures of the profit and nonprofit hospitals surveyed. In

order to establish the goal structures for each type of hospital, the

mean responses to the IS goal statements of the POGQ were summed across

each economic orientation and then rank ordered. The goal which thus
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had the largest value for each economic orientation was assigned a

rank of one while the goal which received the lowest mean response was

ranked S6. Although space was provided on the POGQ form for the

respondents to add additional goals, none were noted.

The goal structures which resulted from this procedure (see Table

V—3) were analyzed by means of the Spearman rank order correlation

procedure. The results of this analysis showed the perceived operative

goal structures of the two types of hospitals examined to be highly

correlated (rs = 0.852) and extremely significant (p <.O0l) from a

statistical standpoint. Similarly, based upon the converstations

held with each administrator during the personal interview phase of

this research, the goal structures of these institutions were not

found to differ to any extent from a practical point of view.

Hypothesis Hl was therefore not found to be supported by the data

collected during this investigation.

Hla: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will rank community service
goals significantly higher in importance for their
hospitals.

In addition to the overall goal structure analysis presented

above, the literature also indicated that differences in the amount of

emphasis placed on particular kinds of goals might be expected in hos-

pitals with different economic orientations (see Chapter III). One of

these areas related to community service goals.

Using the typological procedure described in Chapter IV, the 56
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goal statements were assigned to one of six goal areas (see Table V-3

for these assignments). Eleven goal statements were included in the

community service related (CSR) goal area.

Table V—4 lists the ll CSR goals along with their profit and

nonprofit rankings, gammas, and one-tail probabilities (since the

direction was predicted). Before discussing the results of the

analysis of this hypothesis, the reader is urged to again review the

discussion of gamma contained in Appendix E. In particular, it should

be remembered that gamma does not test the ranking of an item vis a vis

a group of other items. Rather the reason for using gamma here was to

determine if a relationship existed between the ordering of an indi-

vidual's response on one variable (e.g., economic orientation) and his

or her response on a second variable (e.g., a specific goal statement).

If such a relationship were found to be present, then it should be

possible to predict an individual's response on the latter item (a

specific goal statement) by knowing his or her answer on the former

(the economic orientation of his or her hospital).

Gamma indicates the strength of this relationship and is positive

when the response pattern is concordant or the same for both variables

and is negative when it is discordant. If there is absolutely no

association present between the two variables, then gamma will be

zero. Finally, the absolute value of gamma represents the proportional

reduction in errors (PRE) which can be achieved in subsequent predic-

tions of a dependent variable by knowing an individual's response

pattern on a previous independent variable.
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Returning to the question at hand, a review of Table V-4 demon-

strates that there is very little support for the relationship pro-

posed in hypothesis Hla. Although the rankings of five goal state-

ments (i.e., numbers 6, 14, 22, 29, and 43) were foud to be in the

predicted direction, only one of them (number 29) yielded a gama which

was statistically significant for this research. In addition to this,

when the responses to all eleven of the CSR goal statements were

averaged and ranked against the other five sumated goal areas for

each type of hospital (see Tables V-5 and V-6), the direction of the

observed responses was again not as predicted.

Hlbz Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will rank patient care goals
significantly higher in importance for their hos-
pitals.

Patient care goals were another area which the literature sug-

gested might receive different levels of emphasis in profit versus

nonprofit hospitals. In particular, it was proposed that nonprofit

institutions would rank patient care goals higher in perceived im-

portance.

Seven goal statements were categorized as being patient related

(PTR). Table V-7 presents these goals using the same format found in

Table V-4 above. Again the data do not support the proposed relation-

ship since none of the PTR goal statements were ranked in the pre-

dicted direction. In fact, when the entire PTR goal area ranking

obtained from for—profit hospitals was compared with that of the
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nonprofit hospitals, it was found that the former type rated it

significantly more important than did the latter (see Tables V-5 and

V-6). Hypothesis Hlb was therefore rejected and it was concluded

that for-profit hospitals in this study were not any less interested

in the welfare of their patients than were their nonprofit counter-

parts.

Hlc: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will rank economic goals sig-
nificantly lower in importance for their hospitals.

The final specific comparison of the ranking of a particular

kind of goal was made with regard to what have been labeled economic

or financially related (EFR) goals. Based upon the current literature,

it was predicted in hypothesis Hlc that proprietary hospitals would

place more importance on EFR goals than would similar nonprofit or-

ganizations.

Table V-8 shows that nine of the twelve EFR goal statements

(i.e., numbers 7, 16, 20, 27, 34, 35, 41, 42, and 52) exhibited the

predicted differences in how they were ranked by each type of hospital.

Although five of these nine (i.e., 20, 27, 34, 35, 41) were found to

be statistically significant (p S_.lS), only partial support can be

claimed for the hypothesis. This is particularly true since no

significant relationship was observed when the entire EFR goal was

examined (see Table V-6).

However, two of the goal statements which were not ranked in the

predicted direction (i.e., numbers 55 and S6) did have gammas which
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were extremely large and highly significant. Both of these goal

statements dealt with whether or not the hospitals should actively

seek external funding in the form of grants, gifts, bequests, and

contributions.

The fact that the nonprofit hospitals ranked these goals so much

higher than did the proprietary institutions has at least one par-

ticularly interesting interpretation. The nonprofits may have begun

to realize that guaranteed subsidies, traditionally used to balance

deficit operations, can no longer be counted on from any given source.

To counter this, the nonprofit hospitals may be starting to look more

closely at alternate sources of capital such as those mentioned above.

The use of these alternate sources would probably be more palatable to

a nonprofit organization than would the outright adoption of more

direct profit-oriented approaches.

Sumary of the Goal Related Hypotheses

Overall, the analyses of the four hypotheses considered above

which dealt with the goals and goal structures of the hospitals

examined in this research indicate that there are no significant

statistical differences between these profit and nonprofit oriented

institutions. In no case was unequivocable support obtained for any

of these hypotheses, although limited support was observed for the

economic or financially related (EFR) goal area.

There also appears to be little if any difference in the goals

and goal structures of proprietary and not—for—profit hospitals from
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a practical standpoint. This conclusion is based upon the discussions

which were conducted with the seven administrators during the personal

interview phase of the research. Even in the EFR goal area, one would

be hard pressed to identify the economic orientation of the admini-

strator who made any given coments. Across both types of hospitals,

the administrators interviewed in this study were unanimous in their

belief that it is now mandatory for their institutions to operate in

the black if they are to remain viable, long-term providers of health

care. They were furthermore in agreement that, in the future with

increased governmental and consumer awareness of rising health care

costs, the need to streamline their operations so as to become more

cost efficient will be one of their greatest challenges.

The results of the research conducted on the eight hospitals

in this study thus fail to provide any meaningful statistical or

practical support for the goal related hypotheses developed above in

Chapter III. If differences in the goals and goal structures of

profit and nonprofit oriented hospitals did exist in the past, they

are not measurable in this sample of today's institutions. More will

be said about the possible reasons for this change and its conse-

quences for the field of strategic management in the next chapter.

Analyses of the Power Related Hypotheses

Knowing the identity of those individuals and/or groups which

are able to influence or even control the goals of an organization

is extremely valuable in attempting to understand the strategy of that
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entity. In order to identify the loci of power in the hospitals

examined in this research and determine their relationships to the

institutions' economic orientations, four power related hypotheses

were analyzed.

H2: Compared to the top level decision makers in
proprietary hospitals, the top level decision makers
in nonprofit hospitals will perceive significantly
different power structures in their hospitals.

In addition to the goal related items dealt with above, the POGQ

also requested respondents to evaluate various potential loci of

power with regard to their own hospitals. The results of this

portion of the POGQ were sumed across all hospitals of each type

and then rank ordered according to their mean responses. Table V-9

presents these results.

When the rank orderings of these potential power holders were

compared using Spearman's rank order correlation, it was found that

the lists for profit and nonprofit hospitals were highly correlated

(rs = .851) with the test statistic being extremely significant

(P <.00l). Hypothesis H2 was thus not supported by the data and it

was concluded that economic orientation has little, if anything, to

do with the distribution of power in the organizations which were

examined.

As a backup to this analysis and in order to provide an alterna-

tive to the forced evaluation procedure used to obtain the above

rankings, the respondents were also asked to allocate 100 "units of

influence" to any potential power ho1der(s) that they wished.
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(Although the respondents were encouraged to list other potential

power holders, none were recorded.) After obtaining the average

allocations for each individual or group, the averages were again

rank ordered and compared using the Spearman statistic (see Table

V-10). This analysis also indicated that the rankings were highly

similar (rs = .752, p <.O0l) across all hospitals and thus it too

failed to support hypothesis H2.

In general, the "units of influence" type of sociometric measure

used here to determine the power distributions in the hospitals sur-

veyed provided a clearer reflection of reality than did the above

forced choice procedure since it allowed the respondents complete

freedom in terms of how they evaluated each alternative. The units

of influence approach also resulted in the management triad being

ranked as the three most powerful influences regardless of economic

orientation. (The order of the individual rankings did vary however

according to hospital type, see Table V-10.) For consistency, the „

following analyses of the remaining power related hypotheses report

results using both the forced—choice and the open-ended approaches.

H2a: Compared to the top level decision makers
in proprietary hospitals, the top level decision
makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank the
medical staff significantly lower in terms of its
perceived power in their hospitals.

H2b: Compared to the top level decision makers
in proprietary hospitals, the top level decision
makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank the
board of trustees significantly higher in terms
of its perceived power in their hospitals.
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. H2c: Compared to the top level decision makers
in proprietary hospitals, the top level decision
makers in nonprofit hospitals will rank the hospital
administrator significantly lower in terms of his/
her perceived power in their hospitals.

The three remaining power related hypotheses which are restated

above will be considered together since each predicts the ranking of

a part of the management triad. Based upon the results of the

analyses based upon the forced—choice evaluation procedure (Table ll),

the predicted direction of the proposed relationships was obtained in

each case, although none of the results was statistically significant.

This lack of empirical support for hypotheses H2a, H2b, and H2c was

not totally unexpected in light of the high correlation which was

observed between the overall power rankings of the profit and non-

profit hospitals.

Turning to the analyses based upon the open-ended units of in-

fluence approach, Table V-12 shows very little change. (It was

necessary to use the t test in these analyses since the data obtained

were interval level rather than ordinal.) The greatest difference in

the results presented in Tables V—ll and V-12 is in terms of

hypothesis H2c which related to the evaluation of the hospital

administrator. Contrary to the forced choice results, the open-

ended procedure indicated that the respondents from nonprofit

hospitals not only ranked the administrator higher in perceived

power, but that the degree of difference was significant. This con-

flicting situation again emphasizes the lack of support which was ob-

served for these particular hypotheses.
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Sumary of the Power Related Hypotheses

The above analyses failed to provide any support for the power

related hypotheses which were tested in this investigation. Therefore,

economic orientation has little, if anything, to do with the way power

or influence is distributed in the profit and nonprofit organizations

studied here. Although some variation in rankings was noted across

hospitals, this can be primarily attributed to such factors as the

particular evolutionary history of the given institution and/or its

organizational—environmental relationships rather than specifically to

its economic orientation.

Analyses of the GSP Related Hypotheses

H3: Compared to the goal setting processes used
in proprietary hospitals, the goal setting pro-‘ ”'
cesses used in nonprofit hospitals will: (a)
Take Place Significantly More Frequently; (b)
Involve Significantly More Participants; (c) Be
Characterized by Significantly More Conflict
Among the Participants; (d) Place Significantly
Less Emphasis on Considerations Relating to
Costs versus Potential Income in Making Decisions;
(e) Place Significantly Greater Emphasis on the
Needs and Medical Welfare of the Community in
Making Decisions; (f) Be Characterized by the
Formation of Significantly More Coalitions Among
the Participants.

Each component of this multiple hypothesis is considered below.

H3a: Take Place Significantly More Frequently

Data used to test for the relationship proposed in hypothesis

HBa were obtained from an open·ended question contained in the
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personal interview schedule. This question asked each administrator

to consider the GSP used by his hospital and indicate how frequently

the process takes place. Although each administrator was free to

state any interval he wanted, all responses could be categorized as

either "continuously" or "annually." Of the three for-profit admini—

strators, one said his hospita1s' GSP took place annually while two

indicated that it was a continuous process. The four nonprofit

administrators split two to two between the dichotomy.

Since these data could be organized as a 2 x 2 contingency table

and the number of observations was small (N s 7), a Fisher's exact

test was used to test hypothesis H3a. The probability of obtaining

exactly the distribution which was observed was calculated by the

Fisher test to be 0.5143 thus indicating no significant difference

between the frequencies with which goal setting takes place and the

economic orientation of the institutions analyzed.

H3b: Involve Significantly More Participants

To test the proposition that nonprofit hospitals involve more

participants in their goal setting processes than do profit oriented

institutions, the total number of top level decision makers in each

hospital as identified by the administrator (see Table V—l3), was

analyzed using the Mann-Whitney procedure described in Chapter IV.

The calculated test statistic for this particular analysis (U = 2)

was found to be significant (p = .071) and the relationship proposed
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in hypothesis H3b was therefore held to have been supported by the

data.

H3c: Be Characterized by Significantly
More Conflict Among the Participants

It was suggested in the literature (see Chapter III) that de-

cision making in not·for—profit hospitals is characterized by greater

conflict than it is in proprietary institutions. The reason cited for

this is that while the proprietaries are guided primarily by economic

interests, the nonprofits must accommodate many varied and often

cometing desires. Hypothesis H3c was included to test for this

relationship.
l

The initial analysis of the data with regard to this hypothesis

produced a gamma which was significant gp = .106) and thus supported

the predicted association (see Table V—l4). However, since the non-

profit hospitals were shown in hypothesis H3b to have larger decision

making bodies than the for-profit institutions, the differences noted

here might have been due primarily to size variations rather than

economic orientations. Such a relationship would be consistent with

current organizational behavior literature (e.g., Harrison, 1975;

House and Miner, 1969) which has found the level of conflict in

problem solving groups to be a function of the size of the group.

Although the small organizational sample size used in this re-

search did not allow for a rigorous test of the effect of size on

hypothesis H3c, two sub—ana1yses were conducted which attempted to
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control for the size of the decision making bodies. The first of

these sub—aualyses examined two proprietary (MCH and SCH, see Table 13)

and one nonprofit (JMH) hospitals which had either 13 or 14 partici-

pants in their goal setting processes while the second compared one

proprietary (MH) and two nonprofit (KDH and APH) institutions which

had between 22 and 27 participants.

The results of these analyses indicated that in each case, the

GSPs used in nonprofit hospitals were still characterized by more con-

flict than were those used in proprietary institutions and the dif-

ferences remained significant (p = .007 and p = .109 respectively).

Based upon these results, it was concluded that the primary basis for

the observed differences in perceived frequency of conflict which was

reported was the economic orientation of the organization and not the

size of its decision making body.

H3d: Place Significantly Less Emphasis On ·

Considerations Relating to Costs Versus Potential
Income in Making Decisions

H3e: Place Significantly Greater Emphasis On
the Needs and Medical Welfare of the

Community in Making Decisions

As was done earlier in Chapter III, hypotheses H3d and H3e are

considered together here since they represent what have been identi-

fied in the literature as the primary decision making criteria for

profit and nonprofit hospitals respectively. Table V-14, which con-

tains the results of the analyses of these hypotheses, shows that

although the predicted direction of the proposed relationship was
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observed in each case, neither of the calculated gammas was statis-

tically significant.

While no statistical support can thus be claimed for either

hypothesis H3d or H3e, the fact that the predicted direction was ob-

served in the data implies that there may be some basis for assuming

that an organization's economic orientation does influence its de-

cision making criteria. Obviously more research using other measures,

particularly multi-item measures, is needed before any definitive

statement can be made.

H3f: Be Characterized by the Formation of
Significantly More Coalitions Among the Participants

This GSP related hypothesis was included to examine a possible

result of several of the previously proposed relationships. Briefly,

it was felt that if a non—profit organization did use a larger, more

heterogeneous, decision making body which was characterized by more

conflict and employed more ambiguous decision making criteria, then

it might make greater use of coalitions as a means of obtaining agree-

ment on any given course of action.

Again, Table V-14 presents the results of the analysis of this

hypothesis. As can be seen, the calculated value of gama was not

significant and the proposed direction of the relationship was not

observed. Since the probability associated with this gama was high

(p = .409), not only is there no significant difference in the

frequency of coalition formation reported here but that proprietary
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hospitals are almost as likely to use coalitions as are their non-

profit counterparts. Hypothesis H3f is, therefore, rejected.

H3g: Take Significantly Longer to Complete
From Initiation to Approval

The last hypothesis which focused on the goal setting processes

used by the hospitals surveyed in this dissertation predicted that

various factors, such as those included above in hypotheses H3b

through H3f, would combine to make the GSPs employed by the nonprofit

hospitals take longer to complete. The data needed to test this

hypothesis were obtained during the personal interview phase of this

research.

As part of the personal interview schedule (PIS), each admini-

strator was asked how long the GSP used by his hospital took from the

time a proposed goal was brought up for consideration until it was

either approved or rejected. Since the most frequently obtained

response was "it depends on the goal you are talking about," a

follow-up question was inserted into each PIS. This follow-up

question asked the administrator to use his organization's budget as

a standard for the GSP and indicate how long it took to complete the

annual budgetary process. The budget was selected for use here as a

benchmark because (1) each of the hospitals had one and (2) by listing

the allocation of the organization's financial resources, a budget

provides a surrogate measure of an organization's goals for the period

which it covers.
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The responses obtained from this question were analyzed using the

Mann-Whitney test. Contrary to the results predicted by hypothesis

H3g, this analysis indicated that the nonprofit institutions completed

their budgetary process significantly faster (p = .028) than did the

proprietary hospitals. In absolute terms, the nonprofits took from

one and a half to two and a half months to complete the process while

the for-profits required from three to six months. These results thus

do not support the hypothesized relationship stated in H3g.

Summary of the GSP Related Hypotheses

Seven hypotheses were tested in this study which related to the

goal setting processes used by the profit and nonprofit oriented

hospitals surveyed. While statistical support can be claimed for only

two of these (i.e., H3b and H3c), the directions predicted by two of

the other hypotheses (i.e., H3d and H3e) were also observed in the

data. The overall results of these analyses are therefore not strong

enough to warrant any definitive judgment as to the uniqueness of the

GSPs used by each type of hospital. For now, the best which can be

done is to say that, based upon the data collected in this research,

there may be variations in the GSPs which can be related to differences

in the economic orientations of the focal organizations. The exact

nature of these relationships however is still not clearly understood.

Goal Area Reliabilities

Ä
As discussed in Chapter IV, the research.instruments used in
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this investigation did not lend themselves well to traditional

quantitative measures of validity and reliability. The one general

exception to this was noted to be the six goal area scales which were

used in several of the analyses discussed above. The internal re-

liability of each of these goal area constructs was examined using

both item analyses and Cronbach's coefficient alpha. Since it was

not the purpose of this disseration to construct the best possible

measure of these goal areas, the zero order inter-item and item-total

correlations which were obtained have not been included in this report,

although they are available from the author if the reader is interested

in this aspect of the research.

The results of the analyses using Cronbach's coefficient alpha

are germane to the current discussion since they indicate the degree

to which the goal area constructs employed here contain items that

‘ have a great deal in comon and thus succeed in providing an appropri-

ate measure of each particular goal area. Table V-15 contains these

coefficient alphas for all hospitals and each type of economic orien-

tation. It furthermore compares these values to the alphas reported

by Hambrick and Brown (1978, p. ll) for four similar constructs used

in their recent study.

Nunnally (1967, p. 226) has argued that "in the early stages of

research on predictor tests or hypothesized measures of a construct,

one saves time and energy by working with instruments that have only

modest reliability, for which purpose reliabilities of .60 or .50

will suffice." Applying this guideline to the results in Table V-15,
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all of the goal area scales used in this research either met or ex-

ceded the minimum criterion except for the Medical Staff Related area

in not-for-profit hospitals which was only .025 below the .50 cutoff.

Furthermore, except for the Medical Staff Related area, there was a

marked improvement observed in the coefficient alphas obtained for the

measures used in this study as compared to the corresponding con-

Sttucts used by Hambrick and Brown (1978).

The generally high coefficient alphas obtained for the goal area

measures employed in this dissertation were viewed as most encouraging.

For each construct, additional analyses not included here indicated

that its internal reliability could be increased through the selective

deletion of specific goal statements based upon the results of the

inter-item and item-total correlations mentioned above. The possi-

bility of thus refining these measures for use in future research

should not be ignored.

Summary

Chapter V has presented the results of the research conducted

for this dissertation. A summary listing of each hypothesis and the

outcome of the statistical analysis which was employed to test it is

contained in Table V-16.

Based upon the analyses conducted, the following general con-

clusions can be made. First, no significant differences were ob-

served between the goals and goal structures of the proprietary and

not—for-profit hospitals in this study. Second, no significant
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differences were observed in the power structures of the proprietary

and not—for—profit hospitals surveyed in this study. Third, there

may be some inherent differences between the goal setting processes

used by the proprietary and not-for—profit hospitals surveyed in this

study although the exact nature of these differences cannot be clearly

determined from this research alone. Fourth, the generally high

internal reliabilities of the six goal area constructs employed here

indicate that they were appropriate for use in this study and the

ability to increase these reliabilities even further means that they

may prove to be of additional value in future investigations.

The purpose of this dissertation was to test for a possible re-

lationship between the economic orientation of an organization and

its strategy as operationalized in its goals. To this end, three

major hypotheses were developed which focused on the organization's

goals and goal structures, its power distributions, and its goal

setting processes. The minimal amount of support which was obtained

for these hypotheses leads to only one conclusion: In terms of the

eight hospitals examined as part of this dissertation, the proposed

relationship between an organization's economic orientation and its

strategy is not supported by the data.



CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this dissertation was to provide an empirically

based examination of the relationship between an organization's

economic orientation and its strategy as operationalized in its goals.

Three multiple hypotheses were developed to aid in this analysis.

These related to: (1) the goals and goal structures of the organi-

zations which were studied; (2) the power structures and relationships

exhibited by these organizations; and (3) the goal setting processes

used by these organizations. In order to obtain the data needed to

test these hypotheses, top level decision makers in three proprietary

and five not-for-profit short-term, general hospitals were surveyed.

The results of the statistical analysis which were conducted using

the survey data were presented in Chapter V. Based upon these results,

it was concluded that the proposed relationship between an organi-

zation's economic orientation and its strategy was not supported by

the data.

This chapter discusses these results in light of the current

literature and considers possible reasons for the lack of congruity

observed between the two. Next, the implications of these research)

findings for the field of strategic management are presented. Finally,

various directions for future research in this area are identified.

. 177
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The Results and the Literature

Based upon the statistical analyses reported above, it was con-

cluded that two of the three multiple hypotheses tested in this

research were not supported by the data while the third was only

supported by two of its seven parts. Since a theoretical foundation

was developed for each of these hypotheses in Chapter III using the

available literature, it is relevant to ask why there was such a

large disparity between the outcomes predicted by this literature and

the actual empirically based results.

Perhaps the easiest and most obvious explanation for this lack

of congruity would be to criticize the research methodology and claim

that the data were in effect aberrations of reality and hence not

valid. Clearly, such an argument could be made here, in light of the

nonrandom sampling procedure which was employed and the small number

of organizations which were subsequently surveyed.

There are two major problems with this explanation, which cause

it to be rejected. First, nonrandom sampling techniques and/or small

samle sizes do not per se invalidate a research project, although

they may certainly be reasons to restrict its generalizability. Many

examples have already been cited above which demonstrate that, in

exploratory research, particularly in the business policy/strategic

management field, the use of methodologies similar to the one employed
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here have been the rule rather than the exception. In addition, the

reader has been cautioned throughout against any generalization of

these findings to organizations not included in the sample because

of the inherent weaknesses of the methodology.

Second, by accepting the easiest explanation, the search for

alternate and frequently more complicated interpretations of any given

phenomenon is generally not undertaken. Since the methodology

employed here had some merit, the search for alternative interpre-

tations of why the results of this research did not support the

literature must be sought. Several of these are considered below.

Old Literature

An examination of the major studies used to build the foundations

for the research hypotheses presented in Chapter III indicates that,

virtually all of them are either quite dated or at least used data

which are. For example, Rushing's 1974 and 1976 reports are based

upon survey data collected in 1969, the two 1973 articles by Ruchlin,

et al. used data obtained in 1970, and Newhouse's 1970 discussion of

nonprofit institutions contained secondary source data from 1965 and

1966.

Although it might be possible to excuse some of this by acknow-

ledging that it often takes an inordinate amount of time to get studies

published, there is still a definite absence of contemporary research

in the literature. When this is combined with the rapid rate of
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change which has characterized the entire health care industry in the

last decade, it becomes apparent that the current literature does not

provide an adequate view of current reality. This is particularly

disturbing when one considers that these same outdated writings are

not only used by graduate students as bases for research hypotheses,

but are also relied upon by policy makers in both government and the

health care industry to provide justification for future strategies.

Changes in the Regulated Environment

One of the main reasons why this literature does not provide

analysts with a useful representation of the contemporary reality

can be traced to the multitude of regulatory changes which have

taken place in the last decade. Increasingly governent agencies

and departments at all levels, but particularly at the federal level,

have become active participants in the health care process. This was

clearly evideuced in the power rankings described in Chapter V (see

Tables V-9 and V—l0).

Two specific examples of the regulatory changes which have been

imposed on the industry in recent years are the creation of Health

Systems Agencies (HSA) and the requirement that made institutional

planning a mandatory prerequisite for participation in federal

Medicare/Medicaid programs. Both of these federal actions became

effective in 1975 as the results of Public Laws 93-641 and

92-603 respectively and apply to all health care institutions re-

gardless of size, type, or affiliation. In each instance, standard,
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procedures and structures were established to handle various insti-

tutional activities.

Over the years this has led to a decrease in organizational

heterogeneity and an increase in homogeneity. Since both PL 93-641

and PL 92-603 established guidelines to be used by the health care V

industry in conducting its strategic planning, it was not

surprising to find no major differences in the strategies of the

profit and nonprofit hospitals surveyed here.

Similar types of legislation and administrative actions in

various other governmental areas have also impacted upon the health

care industry to decrease the amount of organizational variation

which was present even just a few years ago. While this change may

_ not as yet have been incorporated into the current literature on
”

profit versus nonprofit differences in health care operations, it has

become a topic of special interest to practicing administrators.

Regardless of economic orientation, the administrators interviewed in

this study unaniously identified government regulation as being

their biggest external problem area and, with the continuing debate

of such new programs as national health insurance, they also see it

as being the major constraint on their future activities.

Changes in the Economic Environment

Another factor which can be related to the disparity noted

between the literature and the current reality has to do with the

large scale changes which have recently taken place in the general
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economic environment. Inflation has become a way of life in the last

few years and the cost of virtually everything, including health care

has increased as a result. The old argument that nonprofit organi-

zations are inherently inefficient because they lack the profit motive

(Rushing, 1974; Tideman, 1977) may no longer be valid, at least not

for those nonprofit organizations which plan to continue as viable,

long-term entities.

It matters little whether the new emphasis on efficiency and cost

effectiveness which characterizes today's nonprofit institutions has

been adopted voluntarily or has been forced upon them. Rather, as

demonstrated above, the ultimate effect has been that many profit and

nonprofit organizations have acquired similar operating characteristics

resulting from the influence of an external factor. Since a logical

place for these organizations to exhibit this increasing motivational

_ similarity is in their goals and goal structures, it is again not

surprising to find no significant differences between what have

traditionally been referred to as profit and nonprofit organizations.

Discussion

If profit and nonprofit organizations of the type examined in

this study are, in fact, becoming more similar, then there must be

factors other than those related to economic orientation which are

responsible for the differences that have been reported in the litera-

ture. Two of these factors are briefly discussed below.

Twenty years ago, Perrow (1960) concluded that hospitals go
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through evolutionary cycles in which they face various threats and

challenges imposed upon them by changes in their internal and ex-

ternal environments. He argued that a hospital changes its manage-

ment group, goals, and power distribution in order to best cope with

the new environmental contingencies. Similar observations were made

in separate subsequent studies of community-hospital relations con-

ducted by Belknap and Steink (1963) and Elling (1963). More recently,

Pfeffer (1973) and Pfeffer and Salancik (1977) found that the com-

position of hospital boards and the characteristics and tenure of

hospital administrators respectively were contingent upon demands

imposed by their internal and external environments.

Although none of these five studies considered possible profit

versus nonprofit differences, in light of the current findings, it

seems reasonable to at least suggest that potential differences

might be more a function of varying environmental contingencies than

of economic orientation. This would mean that regardless of their

economic orientations, organizations might exhibit similar behaviors

in response to similar environments and that any observed differences

would be primarily the result of comparing organizations from dis-

similar environents.

A recent report by Newman and Wallender (1978) provides the

basis for the second alternative approach to explaining organizational

differences. These authors have argued that the traditional usage of

the profit/not—for-profit dichotomy is too general to be of any real

value in comparative organizational research. In its place, they
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have suggested that the researcher look for one or more "constraining

characteristics," discussed above in Chapter II, which provide the

basis for explaining organizational variations. Although several

problems associated with the use of Newman and Wallender's list of

_ constrainlng characteristics have already been noted in this report,

future research may show their approach to be superior to the

continued use of the current dichotomy.

In summary then, the fact that the research results obtained do

not conform to the hypotheses made using the available literature is

not viewed with alarm. Rather, it is felt that recent changes in the

external environments of the organizations studied, including par-

_ ticularly to government regulation and worsening general economic

conditions, have contributed to similar operating characteristics

among these organizations. Because of the age of most of the avail-

able literature, these recent changes have not been discussed in terms

of their potential effects on profit—nonprofit differences.

If this analysis is valid and if present trends continue, future

studies should reveal the same similarities between the two types of

institutions examined in this research. Such results would furthermore

strengthen the argument suggested above that the "nonprofit" label has

lost its practical value in organizational research, at least with

regard to the particular types of institutions examined here.

Igplications

While it is not possible to make any sweeping generalizations
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from this investigation because of the inherent problems in the

research design, this dissertation has nevertheless provided a much

needed analysis of the relationship between an organization’s economic

orientation and its strategy. While further research will be needed

in this area before any conclusive statements can be made about the

similarities and/or differences between what have traditionally been

referred to as profit and nonprofit organizations, this research is

seen as having three major implications for the field of strategic

management.

First, as was noted in Chapter II, there has been a recent call

(Wortman, 1979, pp. 372-373) for "simple exploratory studies of [the]

goals and goal structures [of] all types of not-for-profit organi-

zations" which can in turn be used to determine if these basic

strategic elements are similar or dissimilar to those of profit

oriented enterprises. The ultimate function of this type of investi-

gation of the strategic management processes found in profit and

nonprofit organizations.

The research which has been reported here was designed to serve

as one of these exploratory studies. The results of this investi-

gation demonstrated that there were no significant overall differences

in the goals, goal structures, power structures, or goal setting

processes of the particular profit and nonprofit organizations sur-

veyed. This conclusion thus provides the first, albeit tentative,

emirical support for those (Cartwright, 1975; Hardy, 1973; Hussey,

1974; McKay & Cutting, 1974; Newman & Logan, 1976; Steiner & Miner,
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1977; Webber & Dula, 1974) who have been making the basic assumption

that there are no major differences in how profit and nonprofit

organizations are, or should be, managed.

If future research of this type on both hospitals and other

kinds of not—for—profit organizations were to obtain similar results,

it would reinforce the conclusions made here. It could then be

argued that perhaps nonprofit organizations are merely variants of the

traditional profit oriented organizational model rather than totally

new forms which require their own specially designed management con-

cepts. Again, this would support the position of such authors as

those cited above, and greatly simplify the comparative analysis of

organizations.

Second, it has been argued in this dissertation that most of the

available literature on profit/nonprofit distinctions in hospital

organizations is woefully out of date. Consequently, any research

based upon it would probably be misdirected. A new body of both

theoretical and empirical literature is needed in this area which

adequately reflects the current environment and acknowledges the

effects which the many recent changes have had on the entire health

care field.

Finally, it is reasonable to question the value of the profit/

nonprofit typology in light of Newman and Wa1lender's (1978) analysis

and the results of this study. As discussed above, if the traditional

differences, be they real or only apparent, between profit and non-

profit organizations are lessening because of such factors as increas-
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ing government regulation and changing economic conditions, then the

continued use of the "nonprofit" label is neither appropriate nor

justifiable. The very issue of strategic management in what have

been referred to as nonprofit organizations would thus be moot.

There is a definite need to reconsider the terminology which is being

used here and if it is determlned that it is no longer valid, then

the field must be willing to move forward and deal with more sub-

stantive issues instead of straw men. Based upon the analyses con-

ducted here, it is felt that the nonprofit designation has little

value except for use by the Internal Revenue Service, and even that
l

is questionable when the specific activities of the organization

are considered.

Future Research ·
·

This dissertation represents the first empirical analysis of the

relationship between an organization's economic orientation and its

strategy. Because of its acknowledged exploratory nature, no pre-

tense has been made or even attempted that the results and conclusions

obtained provide the definitive statements on this association.

While there may not have been any significant differences observed

between the strategic processes of the particular profit and non-

profit hospitals examined here, it does not necessarily follow that

this would be true for other organizational comparisons based upon

economic orientations or for even other profit and nonprofit hospitals.

More research is obviously needed before this can be done. Several
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of the more important areas which should be examined by this future

research are discussed below.

First, the methodology used here must be reevaluated in terms of

its applicability for use in future research. Because of the pioneer-

ing focus of this project and the small sample size employed, it would

not bg totally unreasonable to consider this investigation a pre-test

for a second study which would incorporate the lessons learned here.

While various problems with the methodology have been previously

identified and discussed, it is felt that the basic approach used

here is appropriate for this type of inquiry and deserves further

refinement.

Second, the problems associated with the identification of a

sufficient nuber of organizational units which would participate in

this dissertation were particularly disturbing. In order to increase

the participation rate, it is felt that future researchers who want

to examine hospitals should first obtain endorsements for the project

from the appropriate local, state, and/or national hospital associ-

ations of which the institutions are members.

Third, since many of the ways the research instruments used in

this study could be improved have already been noted above, only two

of these will be repeated here. By means of various scale construction

techniques it should be possible to not only improve the internal

reliabilities of the six goal area constructs but to shorten the over-

all length of the questionnaire as well. In addition, other question-

naire items which were not shown to be necessary to the analyses con- '
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ducted here could also be eliminated.

There are other areas, however, in which additional questions

might be warranted. This is particularly true with regard to the

items examined as part of hypothesis H3 where each sub-hypothesis was

evaluated on the basis of a single question measure. It may be that

the responses sought were too complex to be obtained with single it=¤

measures. Consequently, future examinations of these issues might do

well to consider the use of multiple item approaches.

Fourth, since economic orientation did not affect the strategic

processes of the eight organizations examined here, future investi-

gations should consider the possibility that other factors might be

responsible for the variations which have been observed. One of these

"other factors" has already been discussed above and relates to the

organization's external environment. A second might be the size of

the organizations studied. Since only hospitals with from one to

three hundred beds were analyzed in this study, it is not known if

comparisons based upon either larger or smaller institutions would

have yielded similar results. As was the case with Woodward's 1958

study, an expansion of the size of the organizations included in the

sample might lead to other explanations and conclusions. Dobbie (1972)

identified three other variables which accounted for differences in

his study and which might also prove to be relevant here. These were

the diversity of the organization's operations, its experience with

formalized planning activities, and the management style of its

executives. Future investigations should definitely examine the
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effects of these and other variables on the GSPs of various types of

organizations.

Fifth, the type of organization etudied should be varied in

order to determine if similar results can be obtained across all or·

ganizations. Among the many types of organizations which have been

traditionally classified as "nonprofit" and which would provide

fertile ground for such investigations are those identified in Table

VI-1.

Finally, the entire area of terminology deserves closer attention.

The short comings of the nonprofit label have been discussed at several

points in this dissertation and do not need to be repeated here.

Similarly the entire vocabulary of the strategic management field

needs to be reformulated in terms of its current usage. "Buzz-words"

and other terms created only to serve their inventors should be

eliminated and a standard vocabulary based upon widely accepted and

meaningful substantive definitions should be established. Indeed, the

_ fact that such noted authors as Steiner and Miuer (1977) have had to

resort to use of a phase such as "strategy/policy" in their recent

book indicates the seriousness of this problem.

The results of this dissertation have challenged much of the

current literature on profit versus nonprofit distinctions in

hospitals. In addition, it has been argued that the nonprofit label

is of little practical use in organizational research. Finally, based

upon the analyses of the data collected in this study, it was con-

cluded that there are essentially no differences in the strategic
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processes of the eight hospitals studied which could be traced

specifically to their respective economic orientations. The greatest

challenge which this dissertation thus leaves for future researchers

is to either provide support for or repudiation of these findings.
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ORGANIZATIONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE

l. In what year was your hospital founded?

2. How many total beds does your hospital have?

3. How many physicians have privileges at your hospital?

a. How many of these are full time employees?

4. Not counting the medical staff, how many full time equivalent
(FTE) employees does your hospital have?

a. Of these, how many are: Nurses (RN or LPN)

Allied Health

Administrative/Clerical

Nonprofessional Staff

Other

5. What is your hospital's:

a. average occupancy rate? Z

b. average cost per patient day? $

c. total operating budget for the current fiscal year? $

6. What is the average length (in days) of a patient's stay in your
hospital?

7. If your hospital is part of a larger organizational system,
please indicate the name and address of its parent organization.

On the following pages, please list (or attach a list of) the names,
titles, positions with your hospital, and mailing addresses for
members of each of the groups listed below.

1. A11 administrators (include yourself and any assistant and/or
associate administrators) who regularly participate in the top
level decision making in your hospital.

2. The chief of your medical staff, any heads of medical or surgical
departments or services, and/or any other physicians associated
with your hospital who regularly participate in its top level
decision making processes.
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3. All members of your hospital‘s board of trustees who regularly
participate in its top level decision making processes.

4. All other individuals who regularly participate in the top level
decision making processes of your hospital. These might include
such people as functional department heads, the head of nursing
service, or members of the local community not on the board or
otherwise associated with your hospital.

l. ADMENISTRATORS

Name and Title Position with Hospital Mailing Address

2. MEDICAL STAFF

Name and Title Position with Hospital Mailing Address
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3. BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Name and Title Position with Hosgital Mailing Address

4. OTHERS

Name and Title Position with Hosgital Mailing Address
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PBCZIVE ORGANIZATZONAL GOALS

QUESTIOMIIAIRZ

SZQION I

{he first section of thls quastionnalre deals wich hospital goals. The next

several pages contain e llst of var1ous organlzatlonal goals whla a hospital night

try to echdeve. For each goal statennnt, you will he asked to naka two reeponaas.

First, read the goal stacenent and teepond Ln ter: ot how Lnporcent that

particular goal E for che hospital with whlch you are currently associated. Your

response co chte question should ha based upon what your hoapxtal Ls actually trying

to accowllsh Ln Lts day co day actlvxclea at this point Ln tina. Please iq not

reepond to this first part based upon your helle! that the goal La deetrahle or that

Lt Ls soeethlng you would llka your hospital to do.

The second response opportnnuty for each goal stateeent allows you to state

how Lnportant each goal SHOULD Q; for your hospital. Hera you era asked co Lndlcate

how you paraonally feel about each goal alternative. Please do not feel that your

responses to cha IS and SHOULD BE parts have to he ldentical. In many Lnstantae,

Ldeotlcsl responses nsy wall he the exception rather than the rule. Also, please

do mt feel constrsined in giving your SHQULD HE response because the goal statenant

eay never he attalnabla Ln your hospital.

Tha response alternatives avellahle to you are es Eollowez

E ~
of absolutely top Laportance

•
of great lnportance

E
•

of eedlun Lnportence Z
-

of llttle uportance

1
•

of no Lsportance don': \¤ow or can': say

Consldar du following exseple:

How Lnportant How Lnportant

Goal Statement IS lt! SHOULD it SE?

to care tor the sick E z.

An individual nswerxng es ahove would he lndlcating that thls goal !S "of oedlun

Lvortance" in cars: of cha day to day activities of his/her hospital. ud balleves

mat lt SHOULD H! "of great izporcanca."

Bow tnportanc How znporcant

1.. to provide a full coullnent of services----•--Ü Ü 1,,

2. to leasen the pain of hunanlty
· - •···---···Ü

Ü 2.

3. to Lnprove uployee benefits 3.

A. to provide doctore with the tedxnital and
adnlnlstrative support they request E -2.

3. co pertlcipaca Ln che affalrs and actiudties
cf .1., 1,.,. .,.,,1,.,,................Q Q ,_

6. to provxde health education progres for the
publlc........................g Ü

6_

7. co insure flnancial stahlllty Ü 7.

3. to have the sost oodern equipment and
fatlllties in :.he

area·--·-----------·Q
Ü 5,

9. to oatntaan actredltatlon and Llcensing--·-···Ü Ü 9.

10. to nlnlnlze che ÄIBZLII of patient stays, [-1
given quellty treecnent 1,9,

ll. to provide Lnsarvtce education prograu .......Ü Ü 1,},,



?0GQ·2
• pt auaoluuly :09 iaoorcance of grear i¤9o::.·.¤¤e

@ • ot aediun 1.:p0r:a¤c• of 1i::la iäßßltlßßl
of :.9 izporzanca ‘i • don': know cr can': say

Eon IIUOIIIIIHov12.

ID have good :a1a:io¤ah!.9a 21::: d0c:o¤ in
E;. Mu; ng;....................Ü Ü 13,

13. CB eake all neuere of che local conunlry
•—~

:••1 uam- 1... um ¤¤•p1¤1·····-······L.! ls.

16. :9 epoeaor ho; health care prograna 16.

1.5. :0 provide office: fo: daccora ::1:5.10cheh¤|pi,:;,lc0|pLax...........-....... 1,5,

16. B0 aurvrlve ......................Ü E 16.

11. C6 pronda
:¤•

hignea: qua.11:7 aedical

care poaalbla ....................Ü Ü 17.

18. GB be a place where nur medical cechniquea
are developed.......•............Ü Ü 15.

19. :0 eodarnize. expand, and grov 19.

20. :0 efficianrly uae our scaff 20.

21. IO keep in und :0:¤.¤i.:y healch care 00e:a
10 making daciatona :9 add nav services 21. °

Z1. B0 Laue: che 0¤r:a.li:7 :a:• Ln cha local area ZZ-

23. :0 provide hlgh reverda for au: anplayaea :3,

ZA. :0 provide a friendly and•p1•aaa¤: environmenc
·-

for die p•:ia¤:a and ches: taalliu ZA.

23. :0 provide :ha h1ghee: quali:y aedlcal care a:
_ :h• lovea: poaeibla :9e: 25.

Z6. :0 add neu services avan 1f :hey are ewpenalve
_ ‘

and have a Lou po:an:ial ucilizazion ra:e 25-

27. :0 be concened vizh coa: cu::i.ng zachuiquea Z1.

28. :9 provide zha aedical acaff vi.:h a well _
aqulpad, •=0o:h :009103 place :0 peréorn 1:a
professional services ZB.

29. B0 allow r•9rea•n:a:ivea of zha couumicy a
voice in ujo: dacialou aifec: :he :j.·9e o:'

baal:h care provided by :.*11: hogpigal, 39,

30. E6 :ec:·u1:, {Ill!}. and re:ai.¤. a
highlyqualifiedand ¤2¤@l!l¤¢ scaff a: all levels·····E E 30-

31. :9 have a lov param:-ecaff ra:10 Ü 31.

32. :0 have a large huaber of speclaldu
rapreaenud an che aedlcal scaff 32.

33. 20 angage in cha ::a.i.ni¤g of aedical, uursing,
_

and/or allied healr.'1 zare scudanca 13.

J6. :9 geaerare a financial aurplua or profi: Ü JA.

*9

35. :0 only provide services :.*.1: are salf••¤999r:ing . . LJ 35.

36. :0 saka :.*.e hosplcal a 9::: af zhe .:0.::0:% ,—.,
pracrica......................! l

{_!

36.0.. ¤...

37. :0 aducaca people apou: p:eva¤:a:r.·:e aed1:1na 37.

sa ·. · ·
{7 Ü

. . create good emloyee 38.



• of ebeolutely :09 Lsportence E -
of greet Leportente

@ ¤ of sndlum unporteace
• of little Lsportence

1.
• of no Lnporcence don': icnov or ten': sey

Hav isportent Hov Lsportent

GJAL STAEQIB LS Lt'! SHOULD Lt B 7

39. to help vim me edvenceuent of udicel science . . . Ü Ü 39,

A0. to be me hospatel with the hlgheet prestige Ln

the eree.......................Ü Ü A0.

Al. to lncreeee che utilizetion of existing

servtces end fecdlitiee...............Ü Ü A1.

AZ. to reeltze :het.:hä hoepltel Le ln competition

vim other eree Lnstitutions for patients,

doctore, nursee, end moey
A2. .

AJ. to eeet me heelm csre needs of the Locel eree A3.

AA. to provide e pleeeent vorktog envtronmnt for

our enployeee....................Ü Ü AA.

A5. to tenemer met our eultre operation should be

orgenlzed to beec serve our petients .........Ü Ü A5.

A6. to ectrect doctor: vim cetlonel reputetlone.....Ü Ü A6.

A7. to be core buelnese-like in our activities......Ü Ü A7.

AA. to he able to influence decisioos vhlcä effect

',

locel heelth cere
A8.

A9. to heve good relations vim other heelm cere

orgeniestxons Ln the eree
A9.

50. to revlev me oedlcel eccivitzee of our nedicel _

steff La order to Lnsure zh: continued hip

quality of tere thet our perdenu deser-ze
50.

S1. to provide effective chennels {ot cousuzlcation I-1
end Lnforution exchenge vlthin the hospitelv·····‘__ Q 51.

52. to give eejor conslderetion to potential revenues

end costs vhen deciding to edd or delete services - - Ü Ü 52.

S3. to not iuterfete v!.th me reletioosnip thet exists

betveen e doctor end his/her petlenu·-•-·---Ü Ü SJ.

SA. to protect me petieot {ton the rzsk end/or cost -

of unneceseery procedure:------·-----·-Ü
Ü 5*-

55. to ectively seek contributions. gifts, end

bequests Eton locel source;
SS.

56. to ectively seek grent er foundetion support for

hoepitel progre:..................Ü Ü 56.

L! YOU FES!. THAT THB: A1.! GOAL STATBEEHS ¤•'&LCH ui RILNMT ?CR YOUR HOSPLTAL BL"!

ABLCH tüv! ESI! OFJKE THE AJOVE LIST, ?Y.'äASZ IDELTIFY ASD PIALUATE TS2! BELOU.

$1. Q [1 -7.

50.
58.

59.
59.

60.
60.
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1211.: section ot the quaationnaira deals with che amunt of influence which various group:

have Ln ter: of If{ICC1¤[ the overall goal: of your hospital. Please indlcate how auch

lnfluence you personally feel each of the following indlvtduals or groups hau ln tern: of

actually affecting the goal: of your hospital. Henauaer. we are asklng about the goal:

of your hospital es a whole and not about the goal: of any particular individual or

departnaat. lf you feel that there are other individual: and/or group: whlch affect your

ho:pital': goal: but which are aot included below, please ller man at the bottoa of the

page ad Lndicate their level of influence ln me saaa nanner.

' =
a great I qulte very I oo I

In ma INFLLÄEICE wu JOI os mz
I deal of

I
a blt I sona I Llttle lcfluenceI

FOLLUJTNG uv! ON YOU! ä0sPi‘:,u,'$ QOALS I lnfluance inf1u•nceI lnfluence I lnfluence I at all I

l. Federal level politlclans and/or I I
I I

Ä

1e lsletors
I

2. Local and state level pollticlans I I

I

and/or leglslator: Q . . I
I

3. Third party provider: I I I

4. Source: of private contribution:. I' · I I

grants, and research noney II I I I

5. Accredltatlon and Llcenolng boards I I I I

I 6. Professional Standards Review ·
·

Organlzatlons IPSRO)
I

7. Health Syeteas Agahtie: (ESA) I- ·
I

8. Federal agenciae, dapartnents, I

”

or offlce: I I I

9. State and local agenclae, dapart• · ·
I

aents or office: I I I I

O. The local cotrcunlty aa a whole I I I I I ,

1. Local hanker: andior bualneeepersons II

aot on the board or staff of the I I I I
hospital

: 2 - I

Ill. The ho:p1:a1's parent organlzataon 2 I
I

I
.

(lf any)
‘I I I I

Il3.· The hospltal adnlnistrator | I
I I I

I 3. The aaeociare and/or assistant I I I
;

I
ad¤lnL:trator(s) ae a group I

_ I

Il5. The board of trusted: as a group I ·
I I

6. The chalrperson of :he board I
‘

I I

17. The nedlcal staff ae 1 group I I I I I

18. The chlef cf the oecical sraif I I ! E I I

19. The nurses as a group I Ä I ! I
—

IO. The head of aursing service E I Ä I I I

_ 21. Other profeulonal staff as a 1
I

I '
I I

group I
I I I

2:. Functional depertaenr head: as a
I

I I

Igroup
‘I I _ I

23. The nonprofeeslonal staff a: a II
I I I I

I

group
II

I I

2&. The student: your hcspxtal train: I I
I I

I
(L5 any) as a group I I I E Q

I2}. The patients aa o group II 1 Ä I

I;5. Stier hospital: in the Local area ~ -
I < I

I1?. cocal religlcus Leacers [ . I 1 I

I2:. I I I I

I29.
‘

I 1 · I ·

I3). '· ‘ E 1 '
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SZCTION Zt-B

Uelng the list of potential lnfluencers found on the precedlng page, please Ldentlfy

the three host Lnfluenclal Ladlviduals oc groups Ln tens of thelr ablllty to effect

your hospi.taL's overall goels. lf 100 "unlts of Lnfluence" were to be dlvtded among

these three lndlviduals or groups. please Ladlcate hov you thlnk they should be

allocated based upon your personal experiences ln your current hospltal.

Individual of Sroug Rank Units of Lnfluencehost Xnfluentlal -
Second hoet Influentlal

Thrld host Influentlal
TOTAL 100

In any sltuatlon where there are several parties lnvolved in e detislon oaklng procees. -

lt ls possible for there to he conillct among then or for wo or core of then to unlte

ln sone type of jolnt action. Based upon your personal experlences Ln your current

hospital, please answer the follovlng questions.

Durlng the goal setting process used by your hospltsl, how frequently do you feel

that there ls confllct present anong those vho partltlpate?

All the Host of Sons of
tina the tina the time Rarely Never

If you feel that there le gg aanunt of confllct present during your hospital's

goal settlng porcess, whlch lndlvlduals and/or groups do you see as being

involved noet frequently (refer to the llst on the prscedlng page)?

Durlng the goal setting process used by your hospltal, hov frequently do you see

two or nore of the partlclpants unlte to forn an alllance elther in support of

or agalnst a particular issue?

All the host ot Sone of
tlne the tlne the tlne Rarsly Never

{I1 E {I3 ° Cl C]
If you have ever seen an alliance of tvo or oore of the partlclpants in your

· hospltal's goal settlng protees, please ldentify the Lndivlduals and/or groups

vhlch mst frequently join together (refer to the list on the precedlng page).

Hav auch lhfluence do you personell; have ln tens of being ahla to effect the ~

goels of your hospital?

Qulte a Fore than An Lese than very

lot of an average average an average llttle

influence anount anaunt amunt or none

EO!. OFFICE USE ON‘L‘::
I I

I_

I I

_I
I
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Using the fonat described an the first page of this questionnaire, please avaluate

use following itens in tens of: (l) how inportant each factor {S ip taking
decisions about the goals of vour hospital; and (Z) how uportaht each factor
SHOULD SE ln naking these tscislons. The I5 response should inditace how zuch

weight is given to the factor by those involved in the goal setting process as a

group. lhe SEOUD ZE response provides you with an opportunity toindicateauch

weight you persohally feel should be given to the factor. The response

alternatives available to you are again the following:

•
of absolutely top itrportance

•
of great inportaoce

_

E
• of nediun izportance - of little inportante

l • of no inportance ~ don': know or can': say

How Important How lnportant

POSSZBLZ BECISLOBI FACIORS IS it? SHOULD it SE?

l. the costs to inplanent the propoeed goal
versus the potential revenues which night
be derived iron it .................Ü Ü l.

2. the probablllty that tha proposed goal

can or will ever he achiaved............Ü Ü 2.

3. the iepect which the proposed goal
night have on your hosp!.tal's conpetition.....Ü Ü J.

R. the personal goals, aspirations, and/or
deslres of any of the participants ln the
goal setting process................Ü Ü a.

S. the needs and nedical welfere of the local °

comunity .....................Ü Q S. _

6. the potential public relations value of
the proposed goal.................Ü ' Ü 6.

7. the effect which the adoption of the
proposed goal night have on the existing -
goals of the hospital...............Ü Ü 7.

B. the deslres of the hospltel's erlployees who

are not directly involved ln the goal
_ setting process..................Ü 5.

9. the feedback which ahs been received from
present and past patients .............Ü Ü 9.

10. the potential prestige value of the proposed ,-—

goel for your hospital lO.

l. Does your hospital have a fornsl list of its organitational goals (check one)?

rss Ü am Ü
' 2. lf your answer to the preceolng question was YES, please answer "a" and "h"

below. lf you anewered S0, you have conpleted the queetionneire.

a. Then was the last tina you actually read the list of your h¤spital's goals?

within the Uithin the älthin the Ihrer a year

last week last nonth last year ago Zäever

E E E E E
b. Eow would you describe the relationship between this list of your hospi.:al's

goala and the goala lt actually seaks to achieve in lts daily operations?

There is a There is a There Ls very There is
They are strong tucersce little no

the sans relationship relationship relationship relationship

¢*1 V7CJ LJ CJ E ul
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PERSONAL INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Hospital Code

Date of Interview

Time of Interview: Start ; Stop

Location of Interview

Anyone Else Present: YES ; NO

If YES, who:

I would like start off by asking you a few questions which relate to
your hospital's goals and goal setting activities.

1. How important do you personally feel that it is for an organization
such as this hospital to have a set of well defined goals?
(Show interviewee Response Alternatives Card #1.)

VERY IMPORTANT

SOMWHAT IMORTANT

NEITHER IMROTANT NOR UNIMORTANT

SOMWHAT UNIMTORTANT

VERY UNIMTORTANT

If the interviewee's answer to the above was other than VERY or
SOMEWHAT IMORTANT, ask why he/she does not view goals as being
important.

REASON:
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2. Would you please describe the process by which your hospital's
organizational goals are established, reviewed and revised.
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Before leaving this question, make sure you have obtained answers
to the following:

a. How and by whom is the goal setting process usually initiated?

b. How often does the process take place? '

....................s..................................._...

c. Who reviews the proposed goals?

d. Who votes on or approves the proposed goals?

e. In addition to the regular participants, who else usually
provides inputs for the process?

f. What are the major criteria used in making decisions about
your organizational goals?

g. How long does the goal setting process usually take from
initiation to final adoption?

How about with regard to preperation and approval of you
hospital ' s budget?

h. How many times in the last 5 years has your hospital changed
its goals or the emphasis it has placed upon th¤~?
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i. How do you know if your hospital is achieving or has achieved
a particular goal?

j. How long has the goal setting process which you have just
described been used in this hospital?

k. When did your hospital adopt its current organizational goals?

3. Would you say that the goal setting process currently used by this
hospital is: (Show interviewee Response Alternatives Card #2)

VERY FORMAL ·

- SOMEWHAT FORMAL

. NEITHER FORMAL NOR INFORMAL

SOMEWHAI INFORMAL

VERY INFORMAL

4. Would you say that the general atmosphere in meetings which deal
with the establishment, review, and/or revision of your hospital's
overall goals is: (Show interviewee Response Alternatives Card
#3)

VERY GOOD

GOOD

AVERAGE

POOR

VERY POOR
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If the interviewee's answer to the above was either POOR or VERY
POOR, ask why he/she believes this is the case.

REASON:

5. When there is conflict on a particular goal alternative, how is
it usually settled? '

Is this method usually successful?

6. Does this hospital publish a list of its organizational goals?

YES (Go to "a" below.)

NO (Go to "c" below.)

a. If YES, to whom is this list distributed?

b. If YES, is this distribution:
E

AUTOMATIC

BY REQUEST ONLY

c. If NO, ask the interviewee why his/her hospital does not
publish a list of these goals.

REASON:
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

{_ . =. VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Bbctrburg, Virginia 24061

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ·'0a~ 961-6596

As part of a research project on hospital goals which I am currently

directing, it is necessary for me to know how certain organizational goals

are perceived by various individuals and groups within the health care

industry.

I would like for you to assist me in this endeevor by taking a few

minutes to classify the following goal statements as being either: (l)

Commuity Service Related; (2) Economically or Financially Related; (3)

Employee Related; (A) Medical Staff Related; (5) Patient Related; (6)

Prestige Related; or (7) Other. Please do not use the "0ther" category

uless you cannot possibly fit the statement into one of the first six

categories. If you do use "0ther," please specify what you feel would be

an appropriate title for a new category containing such a goal statement.

Thank you very much for your help in this research. .

gg suggggg

l. to provide a full coeplinent ofservicesZ.

-to
lassen che pain ofhmaanlr.7J.

to Lnprove enployee benefits ·~···········Ü

A. to provide doctors vim the technical and
edninistrative support they request -·~······Ü

5. to partirlpata in the affairs and activities
qfggllggglgqgmggy..„.........«•..Ü

-

6. to provide health education program for the
gqb],|,q........................Ü

7. to Lneure financial stablliry······-·~···Ü

B. to have the anat nodern equlpunt and

facilities Ln the area·-··-··-··----··Ü

9. to naincain eccreditation andlicenalng-····~·10.

to alninlze che length of patient stays.
fivlßqullllflflllätlt.........••....Q

ll. to provide inservice education program .......Ü



• Community Service Related 2 -
EconomioallyVfinanoially Related

E
• Employee Related Q4] = Medical Staff Related

Patient Related -
Prestige Related

7
•

Other (Please speoify a title)

GBA!. S'tA‘2!.‘!EI‘!S

12. to have good relationships with doctor: in
¢• mcg, gn.....................Ü

L3. to paka all nashers of the local ooumiry
feel welcome in this hospital~····-······Q

lk. to sponaor horn health careprograms15.

to provide officas for dootors within the Ü
hospital ooaplex ...................

16. to survive......................Ü

11. to provide the higust quality medical

care possible ....................Ü

18. to be a place where new aedical techniques
Ü

ars
developed....................

19. to modernlze, expand, end grow ~.--~-~-.-.•Ü

20. to efficiently use ourstaff21.

to keep in sind comtnntlty health care costs

ln making declslona to add new services....... Ü

22. to lower the mrtality rate ln the local area--·-Ü -

23. to provide high rswarda for oureaployeeaZB.

to provide a friendly and pleasant envlronnent
for the patients and theirfaiilaa25.

to provide das hlghest quality udical care et

the lowest possible cost·----------~-~Ü

26. to add new services even if they ars sxpensive
_

and have a low potential utlliutionrate27.

to be conoerned with cost cuttingtecxnlquea28.

to provide das aedicel staff with a well

equiped, scooth running place to perforn its

professional ssxcas·-····-·····~ · ~

·29.to allow representatives of the conrsunity a
.

voice in najor declsions effect the type of

health care provided hy thishospital30.

to tecruit, train. and retain e highly

quallfied and tometent staff at all levels~·---Ü

J1. to have a low patient•staff ratio·—·······-Ü

J2. to have a large ccnber of spacialties

represented pn the nsdicalstaffJJ.

to engege in the training of nedical. nutsing, V-

andlor allied health terestudent;JL.

to generate e financial surplua or profit......[_}

JS. to only provide services that are self-supporting .

.36.to nake the hospital a PIII of the doctor'; ,-

practlce...........,..........„_‘
*1

J7. to educate people aoco: preventatlveaedicineJ8.

to create good ezplcvee relaticnships
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·· Community Service Related IQ • Economically/Financially Related

3 ·
Employee Related 4

-
Medical Staff Related

5 -
Patient Related E e prestige Related

7
-

Other (Please specify a title)

G01!.
STA‘!¤e¤•‘¤

39. to help with the advancenent of medical science . .

.40.to be the hospital with the higheet prestige in

aa area.................... . . . Ü

41. to lncreeea the utilization of existing

services uad fedlltiu.............. . Ü

62. to reelire that.tla1a hospital is in competition

vida other area inatitutions for patients,

doctore, nursee, andaoney41.

to eeet the health care needs of the local area . . . Ü

44. to provide a pleasant working environannt for

our enployeea....................Ü

45. to reunßer that our enitre operation should be

organlsad to heat serve our patients.........Ü

46. to attrect doctors with national reputations „....Ü

47. to he eora bueinesvllke in our activities......Ü

48. to be able to influence decisiona which effect

_

local health care..................Ü

49. to heve good relations wlth other health care

organlsatlons in the area......... . . . Ü

S0. to review the nedical activities of our nedlcel
_

staff in order to iuure the continued high

quality df care that our patientsdeserveSl.

to provide effective daannels for ooassunlcatioo

and information exchange within thehospital52.

to give ujor consideratlon to potential revenues

and costa when deciding to add or delete services · - Ü

53. to not interfere vith xa relationship that exists

beuaeen e doctor and his/her patients--····-·Ü

54. to protect the patient fron the risk and/or cost

of unnacesaary procedures-·~·~-~-·--·--Ü

55. to actively seek contributions, gifts, end

hequeata fron localsources56.

to actively eeek grant or foundatiora support fer

hospital
progras..................Ü
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Goodman and Kruskal's Game

The following discussion of gmama is based largely upon the
A

writinge of Costner (1965), Goodman and Kruskal (1954, 1959, 1963),

Gross and Grsmbsch (1968, 1974), Kruskal (1958), and Mueller,

Schnessler, and Costner (1970). It is intended to clarify the tech-

nique for those readers who are not familiar with its use.

Game is unique in that it not only provides a nonparametric

ordinal measure of association which can be used with ordered contin-

gency tables of any size, it also can be interpreted as a proportional

reduction in error (PRE) measure which allows one to determine the

proportion of guessing errors which can be eliminated in predicting

an :L¤dividual's response on a dependent variable by knowing his or her

response on a given independent variable. Game thus considers pairs

of responses and does not predict cha specific rank of a particular

case vis E vis all other cases. The ability to give game this PRE

interpretation makes Lt similar to rz in regression analysis.

Consider the following example taken from an actual analysis per-

formed for this study. Viewing the economic orientation of the-

hospital with which the respondent is associated as the independent

variable (X) and his or her response to a given goal statment as the

dependent variable (Y), it was possible to construct the ordered
l

contingency table presented in Table E-1. Gamma then considers each

pair of cases in this table in order to determine if they are: (1)

concordant _(C) or have the same order on both variables; (2) discor·

dant (D) or have the reverse order on borh variables; or (3) tied on

one or both of the variables. Since game ignores ties on the ground
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that they result from crude meesurement procedures, the third possi-

billty becomes irrelevant. According to Goodman and Krushul (1956,

1963), the actual value of genaue can be computui by sunmxlng the number

of concordant and discordant pairs and applying the fornule

C - D
Gamma

• .—.... .
C + D

The resultant value of game can range from -1.0 to +1.0 depend-

ing upon whether the concordant or discordant peirs dominate the table.

A value of +1.0 would thus indicate a perfect positive correlation

between the two variables (i.e., the seme response ordering) while a

game of -1.0 would signify a perfect negative association (i.e., the

reverse ordering of responses). Should there be exactly the same

number of concordant and dlscordant pairs in the analysis, game will

have a value of 0.0 thereby indicating no association between the

independent and dependent variables.

in this research, econonic orientation was coded "1." for

proprietary hospitals and "2" for nonprofit institutions and the
” _

response alternatives for each goal statement were coded "l" for

"of no importance" to "S" for "of absolutely top importance" (see

Table E-1) . Since a nonprofit hospital was therefore "ranked" higher

than a for-profit one ars!. "of absolutely top importance" was "ranked"

higher than "of no Lmportance," a positive game neant that individ-

uals who were from nonprofit institutlons tended to rank the goal

statement es more important than did those respondents from for-

profit hospxtals. Szimilarly, a negative game Lndicated that the

respondents from the higher ranked nonprofit facillty perceived the
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goal statement to be of less importance than did their for-profit

counterparts and vice verse.

· The celculated value of gma for the example presented above

ves 0.908. This indicated a very strong positive correlation between
‘

the econouaic orientation of a responde¤t's hospital (the independent

variable) and his or her evaluation of goal statement number S6 (the V

dependent variable). More spec!.£ically• this game shoved that

reapodents from nonprofit hospitals consistently ranked goal state-

ment 56 higher in perceived importance than did respondents from

proprietary hospitals, or conversely, that the respondents from

proprietary hospitals consistently ranked it lover.

Inaddition to indicating the direction and strength of the .

association, the absolute value of gama can be Lnterpreted as a PRE -

measure similar to the rz in regreseian analysis. For this example,

the absolute value of game was 0.908. This meent that by having

the economic orientetion of the respo¤dent's hospital, over 90 percent

of the guessing errors could be eliminated from predictions about his

- or her response to goal statement S6. Using a rz type of interpreta-

tion, this is the same as saying that over 90 percent of the unexplain-
4

ed variation in an indiv:Ldual's response pattern can be accounted for

by having the economic orientation of his or her hospital.

As a final caution to the use and interpretation of game, the

reader is urged to remeaber that game does not predict the rank of

an itma visa vis s host of other items. Insteed it uses ordsred

pairs of cases ta eremine the response patterns of indlviduals

so as to determine Lf there ia an association between a given indepen-
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dent and dependent variable. In addition, the absolute value of this

association shows the proportion of guessing errors which can be

eliminated in predicting a response pattern on an independent

variable by knowing the response pattern on a dependent variable.

The significance of any given gamaa can be detemined by means of _

the following transformation to the Ä statistic:

/ C + 0
Ä

• G N(l -
GY)

where: G • the computed value of gamma;

C
-

the number of concordant pairs in the analysis;

D
• the number of discordant pairs in the analysis;

N
-

the number of cases. '







AN EXAMINATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE

ECONOMIC ORIENTATIONS AND STRATEGIES OF ORGANIZATIONS

WITHIN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY

by

William B. Carper

(ABSTRACT)

This dissertation reports an empirical investigation of the

relationship between an organization's economic orientation (i.e.,

whether it is a profit or not-for—pr0fit organization) and its

strategy as operationalized in its goals, goal structure, power

structure, and goal setting process. The comparative analysis of

these fundamental strategic elements in actual profit and nonprofit

organizations is viewed as a necessary prerequisite to the’under—

standing of the strategic management process in what has traditionally

been referred to as the not—for-profit sector.

Based upon a review of the current literature, three multiple

hypotheses were formulated to guide the research. These hypotheses

related to whether or not organizations which use the same basic

technology and are of the same general size, but which profess to

have different economic orientations,: (1) establish different

strategies to guide their operations; (2) exhibit different power

relationships among those who are involved in making these strategic

decisions; and (3) utilize different processes for making these

strategic decisions.



The data needed to test the research hypotheses were obtained from

surveys of and interviews with the top level decision makers in three

proprietary (for-profit) and five not-for-profit hospitals located in

the states of Virginia, West Virginia, and North Carolina. Only short-

term, nongovernment, nonreligious, nonteaching, general hospitals were

studied in order to increase the homogeneity of the sample. Various
”

problems associated with the identification of the sample and the

methodology employed to collect the data are discussed and the research

instruments used are included as appendices. Because of the explora-

tory nature of this research, the inherent limitations of the method-

ology which was used, and the small sample size, the reader is caution-

ed against generalizing the findings and conclusions reported here to

organizations not specifically examined as part of this study.

'A measure of the overall strategy of each organization was obtain-

ed using a mail questionnaire which asked its top level decision

makers to evaluate the importance of 56 goal statements that were

viewed as relevant for hospitals. The mean responses to all goal

statements were in turn rank ordered for each economic orientation to

obtain its particular goal structure. The power structure for each

economic orientation was developed in a similar manner by having the

respondents evaluate the amount of influence which 27 potential power

holders might be able to exert with regard to his or her organization's

goal setting process. Both the mail questionnaire and personal inter-

views with the administrators of each hospital were used to provide

data about the particular goal setting process of each institution.



Statistical analysis of the resultant data led to the following

conclusions. First, no significant differences were observed between

the goals and goal structures of the proprietary and not-for-profit

hospitals surveyed in this study. Second, no significant differences

were observed in the power structures of the proprietary and not-for-

profit hospitals surveyed in this study. Third, there may be some

inherent differences between the goal setting processes used by the

proprietary and not-for-profit hospitals surveyed in this study,

although the exact nature of these differences cannot be clearly

determined from this research alone. Fourth, the generally high

internal reliabilities of the six goal area constructs employed here

to examine specific types of related goals indicated that they were

appropriate for use in this study and the ability to increase these

reliabilities even further indicates that they may prove to be of

additional value in future investigations of this type. Finally,

the minimal amount of support for the research hypotheses which was

observed in the data analyzed here failed to provide an empirical

basis for the arguent that there are fundamental differences in the

strategic management processes of profit and not·for—profit

organizations.




